CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE
IN THE TROPICS: advent, history, conservation
Foreword

This research project was started during the month of April 2014 thanks to the generosity of the James Marston Fitch Charitable Foundation Mid-Career Grants who provided the seed money and initial funding to make the project possible. The final document was submitted to the Fitch Foundation on June, 2015.

Interest in the two “imitation” building materials (hydraulic mosaic tiles in lieu of carpets; concrete block instead of ashlar masonry or cut stone) which are the focus of this work, commenced when as a Conservation Architect practicing in Puerto Rico, I received the commission to rehabilitate a 1910’s concrete block residence with hydraulic mosaic tiles as principal paving materials. The project converted the residence into the headquarters of the Architect’s Association in Puerto Rico and the project was carried out from 1993-1995. More than a decade later, as founder and director of the Architectural Conservation Laboratory of the School of Architecture of the Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico, and as docent for various Preservation Praxis courses, the topic selected for a three-trimester academic exercise was the first uses of Portland cement in Puerto Rico, and the building technologies associated with this material, such as early concrete block and reinforced concrete. This led to interest in the manufacturing processes of other pre-fabricated and molded Portland cement architectural elements and the inclusion of hydraulic cement tiles used during the early 20th century in Puerto Rico. The scope of the initial interests expanded to include the Puerto Rican initiatives with those of other countries in the Spanish Caribbean such as Cuba and the Dominican Republic. The common denominator was that these lands had been colonies of the Spanish Government since the 16th century and therefore had shared many construction experiences as well as climate and geographical realities. The three islands have been coined as the Spanish Caribbean in this report.

Research Methodology

During a 14 month period between 2014 to 2015, visits outside Puerto Rico (its principal cities and towns) included the United States (New York City; Madison, New Jersey; and Philadelphia), the cities of Santo Domingo and San Pedro de Macorís in the Dominican Republic; and Havana, Mariel, Cienfuegos
and Trinidad in Cuba.

The investigations originated in **Puerto Rico** when specific buildings that had been constructed using early 20th century (or the earliest examples of hydraulic cement tile and rock-faced or plain-faced concrete block), were inventoried and photo-documented during multiple field visits. Local surviving examples of the early concrete-block building technique were mostly religious buildings or temples that had been constructed by Protestant missionary groups that settled in Puerto Rico after the Spanish American War of 1898. Public school buildings from the same period (1908-1914) were also constructed using this type of masonry. Both building types were scattered throughout the island of **Puerto Rico**.

With regards to the hydraulic cement tiles, it was initially found that this technology was first imported by businessmen from Barcelona, Spain during the last decade of the 19th century. This paving material was sometimes incorporated into concrete block structures, even when such distinct building materials had been imported to the Caribbean from two completely separate places of the world within 10 years of each other. Together or separately, these technologies revolutionized, accelerated, and beautified Puerto Rican architecture.

These initial leads guided investigation towards specific local depositories, collections, libraries and archives. Original primary documents such as historic construction drawings, specifications and photographs as well as secondary source material such as trade catalogs, advertisements in technical magazines, building material catalogs, telephone directories, social journals and periodicals from these historic periods were researched. Yearbooks, Official Minutes, and magazines from the Methodist as well as Presbyterian Missionary groups which settled in Puerto Rico were also consulted. Government, as well as private depositories for these materials were visited and accessed. Most of the original documents, or relevant sources found were photographed, scanned or copied for use in this project.
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Field work included locating extant representative examples of both materials in the three island-countries of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico and to physically document when possible its building fabric in field notes and, if not, with field photography (sometimes using graphic scales). Former architectural students, (presently graduate architects or architects in training), also provided important assistance identifying, measuring, and photographing relevant examples of these materials. These were Estelí Capote, Yaritza Hernández and Cristina Salvensen.

Successive work included multiple visits to principal archival resources in **Puerto Rico**:

- *Archivo General de Puerto Rico* (National Archive of Puerto Rico)
  José Flores - Former Director of the Archive and Marly Ferrer - Former Reference Archivist
- *Biblioteca General de Puerto Rico* (General Library of Puerto Rico)
- *Colección Puertorriqueña* (Puerto Rican Collection) of the Lázaro Library, Principal Library of the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras campus
  Prof. María E. Ordóñez Mercado - Director
- *Archivo de Arquitectura y Construcción* (Architecture and Construction Archive), located at the School of Architecture of the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras campus
  Dr. Enrique Vivoni-Farage - Director and Elena García - Reference Archivist
- Centro de Investigaciones Históricas de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, Río Piedras campus
  Josué Caamaño - Director
- *Seminario Evangélico de Puerto Rico* (Evangelical Seminary) - private library
  Milka T. Vigo - Head Librarian
- Robinson School of Puerto Rico - private collection
  Nicholas Karahalios - Director of Institutional Advancement
- *Museo Histórico de la Universidad Interamericana de San Germán, Rev. J. Will Harris Collection,*
San Germán campus
Felicita Díaz-Dávila - Director
Dr. Héctor R. Feliciano-Ramos - Historian, former professor and author, Universidad Interamericana P.R.
Dra. Ramonita Vega - Historian and Director, Social Sciences Department, University of Puerto Rico,
Mayagüez campus

• Archivo Histórico Municipal de Ponce (Ponce Historic Municipal Archive)
  Attorney Gladys Tormes - Director
• Periodicals’ collection in Ponce of:
  Main Library at Potifícia Universidad Católica de Puerto Rico
  Main Library at the University of Puerto Rico.

Due to the fact that the building technology required to construct the earliest examples of the concrete-block buildings found in Puerto Rico (metal forms and stands) was most likely of North-American design and brought by the American missionaries, it was decided early on that visits to specific archives in the United States would clarify and confirm some of the initial hypothesis. Extensive correspondence with the United Methodist Church and the Presbyterian Historical Society archives and depositories proved that both entities kept within their collections important primary (and sometimes un-catalogued) historic material regarding Puerto Rico that could be of use to these investigations.

Documents related to cement imports and the creation of the first cement plant in Puerto Rico, as well as publications that dealt with these formative decades in Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Dominican Republic, were also investigated in various depositories of the City of New York. Technical publications also provided important leads. Orientation in the United States was also provided by colleagues or professionals specialized in architectural conservation who also were essential in that they provided important leads into the different sources which could provide significant information for these investigations.

The following archives, centers or libraries were visited in New York City:

• The National Archives at New York, New York City branch
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Gregory J. Plunges - Archivist
• Avery Library - School of Architecture, Columbia University
  Janet Parks - Curator of Drawings and Archives - Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library
  Lena Newman - Assistant, Avery Classics
• New York Public Library, Main Branch

Other depositories visited in the United States:

• General Commission on Archives and History - The United Methodist Church - Drew University
  Campus, Madison, New Jersey
  Frances Lyons-Bristol - Reference Archivist
• Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  Lisa Jacobson - Senior Reference Archivist

Amongst many individuals, colleagues and professionals within the architectural conservation and historic preservation fields from the United States which oriented or provided important guidelines for material within these investigations were:
Eng. Robert Silman P.E., Mr. Kent Diebolt, Prof. Sara Wermiel, Prof. Jeffrey W. Cody, Prof. Thomas
Peters, and Dr. Christopher Gray and Ms. Samantha Hightower from the Office of Metropolitan History.
Special thanks to Architectural Conservator Rosa Lowinger, who served as my sounding board regarding
conservation issues for both building materials. Many others have been cited within the Endnotes of
each section of this report.

The Dominican Republic was the first country visited outside American territory. Through the
investigation of extant publications and the assistance of Dominican colleagues, I knew of the existence
of both building materials on the island of Hispaniola and particularly in the Dominican Republic. Haiti,
which forms the western part of Hispaniola and has French building traditions, was not part of the
present investigations.

Similar to the construction history in Puerto Rico, it was initially found that the hydraulic cement tiles
had also been first imported to the Dominican Republic by businessmen from Barcelona (sometimes through transit from Cuba) during the last decade of the 19th century. This paving material was sometimes incorporated into concrete block structures as well, even when it is hypothesized that the concrete block technology arrived in this country approximately two decades or more later.

Appointments were made with the Director and Reference Archivists of the Archivo General de la Nación (General National Archive) who provide custody for important historic drawings, specifications, legislation, invoices of building materials, advertisements in technical and social magazines, newspapers and periodicals, as well as extensive photographic collections with regards to these building technologies and their corresponding manufacturing plants throughout the Dominican Republic. Extensive field photography was taken in various neighborhoods of the capital city of Santo Domingo as well as the towns of San Pedro de Macorís and La Romana. Visits were carried out to present-day manufacturers of the hydraulic cement tile in San Cristóbal, where copies of original early 20th century historic trade catalogs were obtained as important reference materials.

The following archive was visited in Santo Domingo, República Dominicana:

- Archivo General de la Nación (General National Archive), Santo Domingo, República Dominicana
  
  Pedro de León - Director of Reference Room
  Angel Viterbo de Oleo-Rodríguez - Reference Archivist

The following manufacturing plant was visited:

- Industrias Aguayo de Construcción (Aguayo Construction Industries), San Cristóbal, República Dominicana [Aguayo Mosaicos (tiles)]
  
  Eng. Jorge Aguayo-Saladín - General Director

Amongst many individuals, colleagues and professionals in the Dominican Republic which oriented or provided important guidelines for material within these investigations were:

CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE IN THE TROPICS: THEIR ADVENT, HISTORY AND CONSERVATION
Entrance permits and visas to **Cuba** were difficult to obtain and almost took a year. Only Cuban scholars are allowed into the National Archives, so as a Cuban-born, I had to obtain a new Cuban Passport which complicated the process and delayed travel plans. After much email correspondence with Cuban historians and architects which helped identify the sources which were essential to these investigations, and letters with the different depositories holding historic materials, I was able to obtain the permits to access the National Archives as well as the National Library in Havana. Original historic documents of the first buildings constructed with concrete block in Cuba by the North American firm of Purdy & Henderson were important finds. Historic magazines and periodicals contained the most important information required, specifically with regards to historic graphics (photographs and advertisements of the two building materials topic of these investigations and their corresponding manufacturers).

The following archives were visited in **Cuba**:

- **Archivo Nacional de la República de Cuba**, (National Archive of the Cuban Republic) La Habana
  Lic. Yorlis Delgado-López - Legal Advisor
- **Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba José Martí**, La Habana (José Martí National Library of Cuba)
  Dr. Tomás Robaina and Lic. Aracelys García-Carranza
- **Archivo Histórico Provincial** (Provincial Archive, Cienfuegos)
  Lic. Bárbara Rojas-Matsoda - Director
- **Biblioteca Provincial** (Provincial Library - Rare Book Collection, Cienfuegos)
  Lic. Alicia Martínez-Lecuna - Director

Special appreciation to Ms. Gladys M. Collazo-Usallán - President of the Cultural Patrimony Office of the National Council of Cuba, National Monuments Commission, who provided the letters of invitation required to enter Cuba officially as bonafide researchers. Others colleagues have been cited within the Endnotes of each section of this report.
Amongst many Cuban individuals, colleagues and professionals which oriented or provided important guidelines for material within these investigations were:


I am greatly indebted to Architects and colleagues Cristina Puglisi, Deputy Director of the American Academy in Rome, and Andrés Mignucci, FAIA, of Andrés Mignucci Arquitectos, and Professor at the School of Architecture of the University of Puerto Rico, who believed in this research project from its outset and provided the important letters of support required to obtain one of the James Marston-Fitch Charitable Foundation Mid-Career Grants for 2014-15. The seed money provided by this grant made the project possible. I am grateful to Professor Theodore H. M. Prudon - my assigned Trustee Advisor of the Fitch Foundation, and to Seri Worden, the Executive Director of the Foundation in 2014 for facilitating the administrative process of the grant. I would also like to thank Cristiana Peña, Executive Director of the Foundation in 2015 for helping achieve the grant extension period due to the delay in the trip to Cuba and the final administrative processes of the grant.

And last but not least by any means, my appreciation to my husband Dr. Agamemnon Gus Pantel who as an Anthropologist and Archaeologist specialized in the Caribbean, as well as Heritage Manager, served as my principal consultant and editor to these investigations in all respects; accompanying me during field visits in all four countries, and archival research as well, expediting work in every respect. Dr. Pantel was also the main editor for the texts and graphics of this report, as well as the main photographer for a large number of the photographic files gathered during the James Marston Fitch grant period. I am greatly indebted to him for helping me pull it all together at the end.

A research project is never finished. The opportunities provided by the Fitch Grant to investigate the early examples and use of hydraulic mosaic tiles as well as concrete block in the Spanish Caribbean - (cement products still manufactured today, even if with different designs, formulations, and
manufacturing processes), has enticed my curiosity. Future investigations in the region might include other early 20th century molded and pre-fabricated Portland cement architectural elements and products that have survived and which would benefit from appropriate preservation and conservation recommendations and procedures.

Concrete blocks and hydraulic cement tile at an entrance porch (ca. 1910) in Ponce, Puerto Rico. (Photo by the author, 2014)
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“...me dormía tan fuerte como el cemento a los tres meses.” (I slept as hard as three month old cement) Testimony of Josep Aixalà Casellas in reference to the hard labor experienced upon arrival at the promised land of the New World and compared it with the hardness of cement.¹

As a rule, port cities usually benefit from innovative design ideas at a faster pace than inland settlements. As important trading places for maritime traffic and commerce, ports served as important testing grounds and laboratories for the technical construction feats of different historical periods. This was certainly the case for the building technologies which are the focus of these investigations.

In our region, the fabric and building stock of port cities facing the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean were important exponents of technological evolution and revolution, specifically from the mid 19th through the early 20th centuries when the Industrial Revolution and several civil and international Wars would mark the period. At the time, intense maritime traffic in the Caribbean and global experimentation probably led designers to revisit previous building technologies that had been in use, such as hydraulic mortars, as well as test new structural methods in their quest to obtain permanent masonry buildings. “The use of lime, especially with such hydraulic additives as crushed brick and tile, produced permanent masonry buildings that could withstand the tropical storms and extremely wet maritime climate of the West Indies...due to their fast-setting properties in spite of the presence of water and high ambient humidity in the subtropical Caribbean.”² These materials would prove extremely useful in Europe and directly benefit their colonies in the New World. Yet, to the colonizers’ benefit, the new territories provided a relatively un-regulated scenario that afforded creativity in the re-interpretation of imported construction concepts.

For the purposes of this study, the geographical parameters are the Circum-Caribbean region, which includes the islands and countries that were once Spanish colonies and border the Caribbean Sea. Common denominators to this specific region are geography and geology (including earthquakes, tsunamis) as well as climate (hot, humid, hurricanes, tropical storms) and the flora and fauna (fungus, termites, wood-eating insects) - all contributing factors to design decisions made regarding its building stock. As an initial testing ground for the present study, the specific area selected will include the formerly Spanish Greater Antilles: Cuba, the Dominican Republic (eastern part of Hispaniola), and
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Puerto Rico which will be coined in this work as the **Spanish Caribbean**.

This research focuses on the late 19th and early 20th century Portland cement building technologies that have been understudied, specifically in the tropics. Structures from this period that have survived have been mostly neglected and/or partially demolished for lack of historic relevance or as a result of ever-changing architectural tastes. This has occurred in spite of the durability and relatively un-scathed survival of some of these structures, precisely, due to their building components which were made with Portland cement.

This investigation strives to promote a better understanding of the significant role these architectural elements played in changing the face of tropical architecture, particularly that of the Spanish Caribbean and will serve to generate consciousness for the appropriate and compatible preservation of extant examples.

**Early Portland cements**

As progressive building materials, the use of lime-based hydraulic mortars evolved into the use of Portland cements of the 19th century. This material brought about important and permanent changes to the construction industry world-wide.

An interest in hydraulic materials, somewhat dormant since the Roman empire, began in northern Europe, especially England and France, during the last quarter of the 18th century. Notable efforts included the research work of two engineers, John Smeaton and Louis Vicat. More significant were the investigations of Joseph Aspdin, who created a patent in 1824 for “Portland cement” named so because the mix was similar in appearance to the color and texture of the limestone from Portland, England.

The need for increased infrastructure world-wide during the Industrial Revolution such as canals, roads, bridges and other civil engineering works, demanded high performance materials such as hydraulic mortars. Cement mortars, or artificial stone, *piedra plástica* or *piedra*
artificial, as they were commonly called in Spanish settlements, became increasingly popular. There was a need for a product that would set rapidly, harden under water, attain early strength, and help water-proof and fire-proof buildings, therefore resolving many construction problems with an efficient building material. Cement mortars also helped accelerate the pace of building or construction during this period of rapid urban growth.³

Once Aspdin’s patents became known, inventors started to crop up in various European countries. Leading the way, amongst others, were patents from Belgium, Denmark, England, France, and Germany. Since the 1850s (and specifically the late 19th and early 20th centuries) the building trades were transformed by cement products that promised “quick” beauty and efficiency, and required relatively no previous experience in their manufacture or installation. Industrialists who produced these building materials took advantage of the high energy levels and changing tastes in design of the period and introduced innovative and pre-fabricated products made possible with the use of Portland cement as one of its raw materials. The fast-setting qualities of cement matched the fast pace and changing sensibility of the time. In most large cities these changes had meant urban expansion and specifically, a new housing stock, accessible to all social classes, which included bolder decoration and satisfied an increasing sensibility to ornament, texture and color. The standardization and easier manufacture of building or architectural elements made with Portland cement had made the dream possible. The stage was set for the evolution of design concepts and a bolder architectural expression at all levels.

**Portland Cements as protagonists for innovation in the Spanish Caribbean**

Even if various European brands of Portland Cement were imported to the Spanish Caribbean as early as the 1860s, mainly as an innovative product that would permit fast and strong construction of aqueducts, repair of military installations, new railroad infrastructure and street sidewalks, it was not a generally accepted building material, or imported in large quantities into the Spanish Caribbean region until the 1890s. Apart from the cement itself, most products made possible by Portland cements were initially advertised, and gained popularity through, European exhibitions in cities like Paris, London and
Barcelona, and were brought to America by the late 1800s. By then, the new materials were actively advertised as permanent, water-proof, and fire-proof in the catalogs of important large enterprises. These were important characteristics which more than met 19\textsuperscript{th} century existing building ordinances in Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico. As a consequence, highly ornamental and molded hollow-core concrete block and hydraulic cement floor tile, amongst many other cement products and architectural elements, would become part of the vocabulary for residential, religious, and institutional architecture in the tropics during the first three decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century.

The innate characteristic of Portland cement of setting especially well in an extreme wet and humid climate as well as in hot weather, made it the perfect material and set the stage for innovative cement products in tropical regions. Structural components, building facades, as well as interiors were immensely impacted by architectural elements made possible through the moldable characteristics of the Portland cement mix. The new material provided infinite possibilities, specifically with the use of molds allowing any and all shapes, forms, and could even allow for color in the mix. Pre-fabricated and rapidly-produced building components, manufactured within molds by less experienced hands (ie. than those of an experienced stone-cutter) facilitated installation and price-competitiveness with traditionally-used building materials such as natural stone. These procedures opened the door to new building trade specialties, that of the cement mold-maker, the colorist, and that of the Reinforced Cement Ornament Workshops.\textsuperscript{4}

The relative simplicity of the manufacture of the first concrete blocks and hydraulic cement floor tiles, which required no ovens, artificial heat, nor large manufacturing areas, facilitated the local production of these building materials. The requisite and rather small metal molds and presses needed for both structural and decorative architectural elements, could therefore be easily imported and set up almost anywhere, custom-fit, and to everyone’s advantage in large projects on the building site itself.

Since the mid-19\textsuperscript{th} century, businessmen and specialized craftsmen, particularly from Spain and the United States, emigrated to the Caribbean due to war or lack of economic opportunities in their homeland, always perceiving the region as an optimistic solution. The raw materials to prepare some
of the Portland cement products, specifically the cement itself, was imported from the Old World until the first Portland cement plants were established in the West Indies wherein the local industries prospered.

In 1898 the United States entered into war with Spain. As a consequence of what became known as the Spanish-American War, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines became territories of the United States. The U.S. Department of War set up a temporary Military Government on the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico where the U.S. undertook, as a priority, a construction program of roads and bridges as well as schools. Most of these were built using imported Portland cement products and/or reinforced concrete following models brought by the U.S. Government, Protestant religious groups, and the military. They included prototypes for institutional buildings, schools and housing. In addition, private buildings of importance such as banks, hotels and housing of all types, were also built using innovative technologies made possible by the new materials.

After the war, during a period of increased economic wealth and growth, also due to an increment in sugar production and sales, the construction projects of these island-countries (including the Dominican Republic) would benefit from the fast-setting properties of Portland cement. “In 1901, imports of Portland cement to Puerto Rico from Germany alone amounted to 8,807,585 pounds or 23,425 barrels, in addition to 7,500 barrels coming from other countries, including the United States.” Amongst the cement brands imported to Puerto Rico were Lehigh, Alpha, Alsen, Atlas, Columbia, Dragon, Vulcanite and Whitehall, as well as Berkshire white cement. There is also evidence of imported bags and barrels of “roman cement” to the Dominican Republic as early as 1894, when it cost $4.50 per quintal (100 pounds) or approximately .04 cents per pound. In local newspaper ads of the Republic from 1909, registered imports included Teutonia cement from Germany and Lehigh cement from the United States. According to records of the Dominican Department of the Treasury from 1905 to 1911, cement imports (in 170 kilogram or 375 pound barrels) was considerable. Between these years cement consumption increased seven times the amount in six years.
Leading the list of most cement imports into the Dominican Republic between 1905-1911 was the United States with a total of 8,230,900 barrels, with 3,014,734 barrels having been imported from Germany. Other countries providing their cement were Belgium, England, France, and Spain. The new building material had come to stay.

_Piedra plástica o píedra artificial y cemento_, were advertised in Puerto Rico as “true artificial stone, more resistant than natural stone, which was sometimes destroyed by continuous blows from wagons and carts, and rough atmospheric changes.” Due to this, extensive advertisements for the product were an integral part of the newspaper and magazine advertisements of the time in the three islands. Mostly, the Portland cement was imported in 376 pound water-tight barrels and needed no prior preparation. This was so even if in an article written by Civil Engineer Albert W. Buel for the 1900 issue of _The Engineering Magazine - an International Review_ warned that “…cement for export over sea must be coopered…” and indeed presented the major problem of hardening or solidifying if improperly handled or stored, making it useless prior to use. The local high ambient humidity of these tropical islands and the little knowledge the first operators had regarding the raw material itself aggravated the situation.

**The First Cement Factories in the Tropical Caribbean**

**Cuba**

The first cement factory in the Caribbean to produce Portland cement was called Cuba and was owned by the brothers Ladislao and Fernando Díaz, accredited business traders in construction materials from Asturias, Spain. Located in the capital city of Havana, this factory was inaugurated in 1895. “It had a daily production capacity of 20 tons or 6,000 tons a year. The production would be marketed as ‘CUBA’ and sold in 130 and 150 kilogram (287-330 pound) barrels and 75 kilogram (165 pound) bags.” A fifty horsepower steam engine provided the energy required for the plant’s equipment. The factory compound had an area of 3,000 square meters, and in addition to the factory buildings, included five warehouses: four were used to store raw materials, and one was used for the finished product, with a
storage capacity of 10,000 barrels. Other departments were carpentry and cooperage. The Cuba Cement Factory was in operation for fifteen years until 1910.\textsuperscript{9}

The second cement factory in Cuba was \textit{Fábrica El Almendra\textsc{es}}, also located in Havana near excellent lime quarries. It started cement production in 1901 and had a 50,000 ton yearly capacity. Its cement brand was called ‘VOLCÁN’ (volcano). Their product was advertised at the Cuban National Exposition of 1911 as “...possessing the superiority to resist the sun, fire, sea water, storms and therefore, more than anything else, the devouring effects of time.”\textsuperscript{10} The popularity of this manufacturer grew when it became the Portland cement used by the Public Works Department of Cuba for their national projects. It however went bankrupt in 1921.

In spite of the existence of these two Cuban cement factories, Portland cement continued to be imported into the 1920s, especially from the U.S., since the three first decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century were marked by extensive public and private building throughout Cuba which needed the new product. Between 1905-06, cement brought into Cuba through the important southern seaport of Cienfuegos was considerable,

...31,749 barrels of Portland cement were imported...29,389 barrels coming from the United States, 1,279 barrels from France, 639 from Germany and 442 from Spain. Concrete is not yet extensively used in the construction of buildings. It is becoming popular, however, in bridge building and in the construction of pavements, sidewalks and sewers... The present selling price per barrel ranges from $3.74 to $4 Spanish gold, worth 91 % at present...\textsuperscript{11}

**Dominican Republic**

\textit{“The Fábrica Dominicana de Cemento, C. X A.”} (Dominican Cement Factory) was the first national enterprise of its kind in the country. It was inaugurated in 1947.\textsuperscript{12} along the banks of the Ozama river near the capital city of Santo Domingo. For approximately two decades it produced the Portland cement named “Colón”. The growth of the city and the depletion of its lime quarries caused the
eventual shut-down of the plant during the local economic crisis of 1965. The plant remains were demolished in 1996.

Advertisements published from 1909-1928 in the *Listín Diario*, a major Dominican newspaper, included Portland cement brands mostly imported to the Dominican Republic from Denmark, Germany and the U.S. These cements were given names in Spanish which were descriptive of the product’s emblem or brand. Such was the case for *León* (lion), *Caballo* (horse), *Llave* (key), *Oso Blanco* (white bear) and *Faro* (lighthouse). Other brands imported were Alpha, OK, Teutonia, and Atlas cements, the last one having been imported from Puerto Rico.

**Puerto Rico**

The first cement plant established in Puerto Rico was government-owned and built during 1936 under the *Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration* (PRRA), which became its first name. This was a New Deal initiative of United States’ President Franklin Delano Roosevelt to create jobs and promote development on the island-commonwealth through important construction projects during the Great Depression years of the United States. The cement plant was built in the Guaynabo-Cataño area near natural limestone and karst formations required for the production of cement. By 1940, the name of the plant had changed to the Puerto Rico Cement Corporation. Its initial production capacity was 1.5 million cement bags per year which doubled with the installation of a second furnace in 1941.

A second cement plant, the Ponce Cement Corporation, came into being in 1941 during the II World War. It was founded in the Playa de Ponce, a beach sector of the second largest city in Puerto Rico. Ponce Cement bought its second furnace in 1943 with the help of the U.S. Army in order to increase its yearly production capacity to 3.5 million cement bags. Having two working cement plants on the Island during this period guaranteed a sufficient supply for local building demand in a period of marked economic growth.
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Map of the West Indies which includes the Spanish Caribbean (once Spanish colonies): Cuba, the Dominican Republic (eastern part of Hispaniola) and Puerto Rico.

(Internet Source)
View of Miramar near San Juan, Puerto Rico representing the urban expansion and housing accessibility made to all social classes that occurred from 1905-1915 in the region, which was greatly facilitated by the use of Portland cement as a building material.

*(Archivo General de Puerto Rico, Archivo Fotográfico - Department of Education Collection)*
Portland Cement and Hydraulic Cement Tiles gained popularity through European Exhibitions later brought to America. Advertisements paved the way.

(Guía de Teléfono – Porto Rico Telephone Company 1928, Archivo General de Puerto Rico)
Molded and pre-fabricated architectural elements of all kinds were made possible by Portland cement. (Tavares, J. T. *Fábrica de Mosaicos de J. T. Tavares, Catálogo No. 2* [Mosaic Factory of J. T. Tavares, Catalog No. 2]. Santo Domingo: Litografía Ferrua, 1931)

The relative simplicity in the manufacture of the first concrete blocks, as well as their reduced size and weight, facilitated their use.

(Harris, Dr. J. Will. Riding and Roping: The Memoirs of J. Will Harris. Maryland, Port City Press, Inc., 1945 and Internet Source of a building site in Mariel, Cuba)
Trade Routes from Europe to the Spanish Caribbean.

(Internet Source)
Advertisements for the first cement factory in Cuba founded in 1895 and named Ladislado Díaz y Hermano, producing “Cuba” brand cement.

delas Cuevas-Toraya, Juan. 100 años del cemento en Cuba [100 years of Cement in Cuba]. (La Habana: Ministerio de la Industria de Materiales de Construcción, 1995)
The second Portland cement factory in Cuba was *El Almendares* and produced “Volcán” cement. The factory supplied material for the construction of the *Carretera Central* (central roadway of Cuba) which popularized its use.

Inauguration of the first Portland cement factory in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic in 1947, and advertisement for their cement brand “Colón”.

(La Nación newspaper, March 16, 1947, pg. 10)
Various brands of Portland cement imported to the Dominican Republic, primarily from Germany and the United States.

(Advertisements included within issues of the Listín Diario newspaper from 1906-1928)
Portland cement advertisements in Puerto Rico from the early 1900s through 1936 when the first local cement plant was established.

First cement factory established in Puerto Rico was owned and operated by the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration in 1936. The second cement plant on the Island was The Ponce Cement Corporation, established in 1941 during the Second World War.

(Gaztambide Vega, Francisco and Pedro P. Arán. *La Isla de Puerto Rico*. New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1945; and Internet Source photos)
Hydraulic Cement Tiles - an imported technology from Catalonia
“The pavement becomes a metaphor for the textile carpet.”

Catalonian Interior Spaces (1850s-1890s) as important precedents

Art and design, mostly from the Modernism, Art Nouveau, and Eclectic styles of Barcelona, heavily influenced the last decade of the 19th century in the Spanish Caribbean. This was due to a large Catalanian migration into the Spanish territories of the New World, beginning in the late 18th century, in search of new opportunities. The Catalan immigrants, mainly composed of merchants as well as the working classes, sometimes provided the capital, but mostly the knowledge and the experience to support and set up new industry. Many of them came motivated by the motto: “cinco años de privación y una fortuna” (five years of deprivation for a fortune) which meant that the initial sacrifice would yield a prosperous future in the new land. The design fields would benefit from the Catalanian presence - particularly the building trades.

According to Dr. Maribel Roselló i Nicolau (author of significant articles regarding the history of housing in Catalonia), architectural interiors of the upper class in Barcelona had been re-interpreted by the mid-nineteenth century in direct response to the role the merchants and manufacturers' class played in the economic development of their region. These homes evolved into comfortable apartments that exhibited “…access to a world sensitive to the arts, fashion and standards of taste.” In particular, the appreciation of pavements evolved, since up to then, floors had been mostly understood “as a strictly functional surface” that you covered over with different types of carpets in order to obtain color, richness, warmth, and comfort. “Pavement materials were (then) granted specific values that had only been provided by carpets. The pavement is understood not only from its criterion of strict functionality but its formal and qualitative aspects begin to be appreciated and valued…” It is then that hydraulic cement mosaics, as important architectural elements, became one of the protagonists of interiors; specifically in the Barcelona of between 1886 and 1916, when in addition to the evolution of design tastes, the industrial revolution, together with the general availability and use of Portland cement, facilitated their invention. With the introduction of hydraulic mosaics, “The carpet covering the entire floor surface is the pavement itself, which is capable of providing the required sensory richness.”

CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE IN THE TROPICS: THEIR ADVENT, HISTORY AND CONSERVATION
The Hydraulic Cement Tile - a definition

Hydraulic cement tiles, oftentimes called *mosaics hidráulicos, baldosas de cemento, losa criolla o isleña* (hydraulic mosaics, cement tiles, creole or island tiles) in the Spanish Caribbean, refer to an 20 cm. square by 2-2.5 cm. thick cement tile, with ornate colorful surfaces. The tiles are composed of three layers which are compressed within a mold by a press: a top thin decorated surface (mix of fine sand, marble dust, cement, and pigments, that serves both, as a durable and artistic layer); a middle joining layer (mix of equal parts of sand and cement that bind the other two layers and absorbs the moisture); and a support or bottom layer where the manufacturer’s seal is placed (mix of sand, gravel, and Portland cement, approximately four to one).

By hydraulic mosaic we understand a product that serves to cover surfaces, generally used as interior flooring. The hydraulic mosaic tile is composed of hydraulic cement mortar, pressed and molded, formed by several layers of material, of which the upper part, apt to be walked-upon, presents a fine finish, often with drawings that form sets of regular geometry...The most common format tile has a 20 cm. square profile... Others have hexagonal, octagonal, etc. forms. Generally, these forms are always regular polygons.4

The final tile’s composition was the result of master recipes and much experimentation using local lime as well as cement and pigments imported from France and Italy during the early manufacturing processes. Italian pigments were preferred for their excellent performance and long-lasting characteristics.

The origin of this pavement material has been attributed to Catalanian (i.e. Barcelona) as well as French inventors, even though most of the available technical literature credits the Catalonians for the design of the product itself, even if the raw materials and equipment to produce them were manufactured and brought from southern France, including the Portland cement itself. The first public presentation of the *Mosaic hidráulic* was in the Paris Universal Exposition of 1867 when it was introduced by Barcelona
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merchants Garret Rivet i Cia. as a building product. The tiles generated heated discussions as an “imitation” material - not true to those original (carpets) or natural (ceramic, brick or stone) flooring materials. The product would not be fully accepted until ten or fifteen years later as the Modernist, Art Nouveau and Eclectic periods took root.

Immigrants from Barcelona to the New World between the 1880s and the 1900s not only brought with them the taste for these pavements, but the technical know-how regarding their production as well, since previous craftsmen and laborers from the Catalanian companies continued working their trades in the Spanish Caribbean.

Manufacturing

The “hydraulic” nomenclature which forms an integral part of the mosaico o baldosa hidráulica, is not necessarily a result of the use of hydraulic mortar or Portland cement as a primary raw material of the manufacturing process. According to available literature on the subject, the name is more directly associated to the hydraulic press, an indispensable equipment for the tile manufacturing process invented and perfected in France by the company Guilhon & Barthelemy during the 1850s. The hydraulic press considerably improved the original hand-press method and contributed to a better-quality end product.

The most important step in the improvement of the manufacturing system was the application of the hydraulic press, which allowed the multiplication of the manual force and controlled the intensity of the pressure on all the tiles. The wide acceptance of this type of machine has done more for the popularization of the hydraulic adjective applied to the mosaic, than the hydraulic (capabilities) of the cement which composes it.5

Its manufacturing process consists of a careful set of hand-crafted and highly tested steps which were passed from generation to generation of cement tile makers, and, which have been specifically collected by Catalanian engineers Jaume and Joan Ramon Rosell in several general articles and a major
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exhibit covering all aspects of the hydraulic cement tile production. The following text is a direct quote from one of their articles:

Generally accepted guidelines for the manufacture of hydraulic mosaics present, countless small variations that are brought about by the possibility of combining various aspects of the process. Indeed, the intensity of the pressure exerted; the geometry of the piece, its thickness and width dimensions; its chemical composition, the measure of each layer and the amount of water used, are interrelated elements that allow each tile a variation margin based on the correctness of the others.

These characteristics, and the fact that the molding process is completely manual, make the hydraulic mosaic a transition product between the pre-industrial and the industrial eras, ie, as a building material between craft and industry.

During manufacturing, the operator works facing the press, with recently-prepared color pastes and the mix materials for the joining and support layers on one side, and the drying rack on the other. On the press, and on hand, he has all the tools needed for the manufacturing process: the muñeeca or poppethead on a glass or glazed tile, oil cans and brushes, cleaning brushes, etc.

- Grease the mold plate [in contact with tile top] with the muñeças.
- Place the square box mold, on top, adjusting its screw.
- Introduce the tin trepa [stencil or design within the] mold.
- Pour colors with spoon or scoop (from lightest to darkest).
- Shake the mold, or punch with fist, so that the color paste [completely] fills each cavity.
- Extract the trepa [or mold] with a quick and deft movement using the handles, to prevent the colors from mixing during the extraction [process].
- The joining or middle layer is applied to absorb the moisture of the fine layer.
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- The trepa is meticulously cleaned, while the middle joining layer absorbs the moisture.
- Manually pour the thick support [or back] layer.
- Make support layer flush with the top edge of the mold frame.
- Place lid on mold.
- Clean the mold and the stand with the brush.
- Drag the mold beneath the press.
- Activate the press [and compact tile material; compaction should be at least 120 kg. per square centimeter for best quality tiles].
- Remove the mold.
- Loosen the mold screw and extract the box.
- Clean the inside of the box (occasionally with some primer or a release agent).
- Remove the mold lid.
- Remove tile with fingers [in vertical or inclined position pushing from its reverse side].
- Place tile in drying rack [vertical or horizontal position], which when full, will be moved to the warehouse.\(^7\)

Additional steps included by other manufacturers (some contradict others):

- Make sure that the tiles do not touch one another during the initial curing period.
- Soak or submerge the tile racks in water for a few minutes so that the tiles acquire the necessary water for the complete hydration of the cement.
- The hardening process must extend to six months, must take place indoors, and avoid drafts and high ambient temperatures. Duration of the storage process represented serious problems when there was a high demand for the product.
- Place tiles on an airing rack for a minimum of 28 days before distribution.\(^8\)
Installation

Installation specifications were reproduced in the tile catalogs that advertised the paving material. The general recommendations were very similar amongst the different tile companies and basically required no specialized installers but an experienced mason, since the 20 cm. square, or large-format size tile, facilitated its installation. As advertised in the tile catalogs themselves: “Cualquier oficial de albañil, por poco inteligente que sea, los coloca fácilmente.” (Any mason, even if not too intelligent, can install them easily).

The following installation and maintenance recommendations were included in the Falcó y Vilella Hydraulic Mosaics Catalog from Barcelona, dated 1921, under the segment titled: Instructions and Observations. It represents an example of the typical and very common technical literature included and distributed with these tiles:

Installation (colocación)

The cement and sand mortar for the installation of the mosaics is that preferred to others (hydraulic lime and Portland), especially on ground floors, which are generally more humid than the higher levels... The floors in which the hydraulic mosaic is to be installed must be previously prepared with a concrete [layer] made of coarse sand and cement in the proportion of four parts of very clean sand to one of cement, so that the mosaic is laid on a completely firm and flat floor.

The thickness of such concrete layer can vary from 4 to 8 centimeters, as permitted by the floor conditions. The tiles must be soaked in water for three hours, after which ten hours should elapse prior to their installation.

Once these operations are completed and starting from the center of each room, you proceed with the installation, for which it suffices that the responsible mason take care not to leave some tiles higher or lower than the others, and with the least possible joint.
[separation between the tiles].

Six or seven hours after placement, wash with clear water and immediately pour over them a slurry of Portland cement, fine and fairly liquid, so that with a broom the slurry can be made to penetrate the joints until completely filled. After an hour of this operation, place a layer of white wood sawdust (pine or poplar) on the pavement and with a dry cloth or rag rub [surface] until it is completely clean. [Dark sawdust could stain tiles.]

During the first four days following installation, transit over the floor should be avoided. 9

The tiles were commonly laid utilizing a technique called “a truco de maceta” which fixed the tiles one by one by tapping over it a few times with the handle of a mallet, to level them. Every tap “was like a nail that fixed it to the ground.” A string, placed perpendicular to the base line and to the wall, would guide every two rows, so that two of the four sides of each tile had an immediate reference to the string or to the previously placed tiles. These tiles had to be laid perfectly level from the start, since the finished decorated cement surface could not be abraded to make it level.

The Hydraulic Mosaic Catalogs

In addition to Garret Rivet i Cia., other early hydraulic mosaic companies in Barcelona who helped promote the growing industry included Orsola Solá i Cia. founded in 1876, and Escofet Fortuna i Cia. founded in 1886. Early on, company catalogs included individual tile designs as well as the proposed composite designs for individual rooms. The attractive catalogs of these companies were printed in full-color. In addition to advertising, these brochures included installation as well as maintenance recommendations; all in all, an excellent form of commercializing the product. The Escofet company included the designs of famous artists and architects of the period to their collection, promoting good design for flooring and pavement materials, a practice absent in previous periods.
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Tiles could be used individually or to create a floor pattern, since it was common to have different pavements for distinct spaces in a building, and oftentimes depended on each room’s hierarchy. Tile manufacturers recommended the selection of a minimum of three tile designs per space to create a design. These would originate from a central design motif that was surrounded by a quadrilateral frame, and a final border of monochromatic tiles that would serve to conceal spatial irregularities and provide a transitional band between rooms, and make it seem like a carpet over a solid color floor.

In addition to the catalogs, the hydraulic mosaic industry promoted their products at Universal, International, National and Regional Expositions of their time where the tiles themselves were the exponents of progress and innovation. Commercial advertisements in the press and magazines of the period would promote the hydraulic tile as “a fashionable pavement with unlimited aesthetic possibilities, adapted to all the era’s artistic tendencies; the resplendent quality and easy care of the surface floor finishes; ease of production; ease and speed of installation due to the larger size of tiles (in comparison to other traditional flooring materials); and the prestige attained with designs from the best artists.”

During the 1890s many large and small companies started their manufacturing centers in Spain, France and Italy “indicating the demand has grown and is a profitable business: production costs are assumable, production does not require large initial investments, and the most relevant equipment is the press...The installation process is considerably simpler than that for other flooring of the time...” There are improved designs and colors at the end of the 19th century. The hydraulic mosaic floor “stops being only valued for its technical properties to become a material with the desired sensory expressiveness.”

During the last decades of the 19th century, Catalanian immigrants and their building products, especially the hydraulic cement tile, traveled to the only remaining Spanish colonial settlements in the Americas: Cuba and Puerto Rico. Hispaniola had severed ties with Spain in 1821 and by 1844 the island was divided into Haiti on the western side and the Dominican Republic on the eastern side.
The fame and acceptance in Europe, and particularly in Barcelona, of the hydraulic cement tile would be brought to the New World as early as the 1890s, particularly to the Spanish Caribbean, through exports of the catalogs and the tiles themselves, together with the experienced Catalanian manufacturers and laborers who ventured into the insular settlements.\textsuperscript{12}

**The New Industry immediately found its way into the Spanish Caribbean**

**Cuba**

La Habana, capital city of Cuba, was the first place in the Spanish Caribbean where a hydraulic mosaic or cement tile factory was established. Quirico Gallostra and Bielsa founded the first hydraulic mosaic factory in 1886. However, strong competition between the local product and tile imports from Barcelona caused the prompt failure of the company. Regardless, the construction boom of the period, prompted by the economic benefits of a healthy sugar industry, “...led to an increased demand and the emergence of new manufacturers.”\textsuperscript{13}

La Balear factory, also in Havana, was founded in 1894 by Severo Redondo. It manufactured an excellent product that by 1909 had increased its tile production from 1,000 to 40,000 tiles per month, winning fame at the Palatine Exhibition, Cuba’s premier industrial and agricultural Fair. These paving materials represented “modern construction” due to their hygienic conditions (easy to clean), solidity (well made) and varied decorative combinations (patterns and colors). *El Figaro* magazine stated:

...La Balear’s beautiful mosaics are equal to the best imported tiles at a price impossible to match by foreign companies who have to pay shipping and custom duties...Their factory can make mosaics following the standards of any drawing, no matter how complicated.\textsuperscript{14}

Ladislao Díaz, one of the owners of the first cement factory “Cuba” (founded in 1895), had added an annex to his building for hydraulic cement tile production. Its sign read: *La Cubana: Fábrica de*
Mosaicos (La Cubana: [hydraulic tile] Mosaic Factory). The first establishment burned down, but by 1903 Díaz had founded a second factory with Agapito Cagiga and Ramón Planiol as partners. Historic photographs show that the factory’s structures were constructed with rock-faced concrete block. It was advertised as “the largest in the world” with a total area of 10,000 square meters and employed 200 workmen. “It (the factory) honors Cuba as a sign of industrial progress and feeds numerous Cuban families.”

A 1907 census and inspection report by the Department of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, created to learn about production methods and equipment of local enterprises, reported that this factory had a weekly output of 100,000 tiles and had facilities and personnel for an even larger production capacity. One of the original La Cubana catalogs (date unknown) exhibits approximately 100 different tile patterns or designs in its elegant, full-color format. Its tiles paved floors throughout Cuba and not only those of Havana, as was documented when the tiles were found in two historic residences of Trinidad.

It had an edge over its competitors because it was equipped with the latest tools and used mined sand consisting only of silicates free of the salts that could affect the colors...many of its employees had previously worked for Escofet, Orsola and Butsems, three leading tile producers in Barcelona.

La Cubana’s products were granted the Grand Prize at the 1909 Palatine Exposition of Havana. After its tiles had been scientifically examined and analyzed by French and German industrial engineers, it had been determined that “…due to the quality of the materials and their craftsmanship, they could not be better...they were as good as any similar hydraulic tiles known to date.”

Tropical Caribbean flora patterns, as excellent examples of original Cuban designs for the hydraulic cement tiles, were amongst the drawings within La Cubana’s catalog. Early 20th century photographs of the interiors of one of Havana’s grand mansions exhibits hydraulic mosaic pavements with the large green and red leaf of the malanga, a common edible plant of the humid Caribbean region. The decoration of the space met the exuberant design tastes of the period which were richly ornamented and extremely colorful.

Public Sanitation and Hygiene also played an important role in promoting the cement tile industry in the
Spanish Caribbean. A concern for the spread of the Bubonic Plague, present in all port cities of the time due to the generally unclean condition of harbor facilities, led to strict regulations regarding merchandise storage spaces. “Owing to the fear of the plague, the Department of Sanitation will enforce certain rules regarding the storing of merchandise upon all merchants. The goods must be kept out of reach to rats and to this end the construction of all floors must be of cement or hydraulic brick, at least four inches in thickness...The floors must be washed daily, disinfecting solutions freely used...”  
These regulations made concrete slabs and hydraulic mosaic pavements the ideal solution.

Other early hydraulic mosaic factories in La Habana included El Nuevo Almendares, founded in 1910, which was associated with the second Portland cement plant established in La Habana; and La Artística, founded in 1915 by Joaquín Bosch, who also sold stained-glass shop-windows. During the Cuban National Exposition of 1911, Bosch was praised for his factory’s exotic floral Cuban-motif hydraulic mosaics, and particularly for the extremely rich color schemes employed by his company on the tiles which had been impossible to obtain by other local enterprises. Both companies were famous for their premium-quality tiles, and these were used to pave important institutional buildings of the capital city such as hospitals, churches, banks, schools, and principally, the contemporary suburban homes of Havana. Like the tiles themselves, the names of some of the hydraulic mosaic factories reflected a colorful and patriotic vocabulary: La Habanera, La Lira Cubana, La Rosita, El Modelo Cubano, El Clavel, La Cubana, El Trianón, La Flor de Cuba, La Castellana, La Perla, El Morro and La Luz, amongst others.

Since the first decade of the 20th century, the hydraulic mosaic industry had become a competitive market that quickly spread throughout the main cities of Cuba. The heavy weight and weak edges of the individual tiles also contributed to the “decentralization of the industry” since oftentimes it was more practical to take the small (semi-portable) presses and materials nearer to the project site than to transport the tiles over the uneven and oftentimes unpaved roads of the early 20th century.

When well-to-do families and the middle classes decided to remodel or update their interiors, “the artistic upholstering of their pavements” was unavoidable. A particular case in point were the private residences of the town of Trinidad (a major sugar-producing, south-central region of Cuba) where in
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spite of having suffered an economic crisis during the early 1900s, most of the 19th century rowhouses had their interiors remodeled in order to reflect evolving design tastes. During the period, this was mostly accomplished by replacing wooden floors with the colorful and bright hydraulic mosaics. Oftentimes, the new patterned pavements were complemented by wainscots formed by extremely ornate glazed ceramic tile as well, creating a distinct contrast between the sober and simple facades of Trinidad buildings/homes and the dramatic and surprising interiors.25

In Cienfuegos, a southern port city of importance, La Industrial founded by Francisco Diego Madrazo i Cia. in 1909 (later owned by Hernández y Ortega), and El Arte Industrial (1924) produced excellent hydraulic mosaics. El Arte Industrial boasted having received the Gold Medal at the First Exposition in Rome in 1924 and the same award at the Cienfuegos Fair of 1925. Most tile factories throughout Cuba flourished during the 1920s when there was a high demand for the product island-wide.

By 1926, hydraulic cement tile factories were included in the Guía Comercial e Industrial de Cuba [Commercial and Industrial Guide of Cuba] under the heading Fábricas de Mosaicos Hidráulicos [Hydraulic Mosaic Factories]. In this list, a total of 32 companies were included for the area of La Habana alone. Proof that the industry in Cuba had grown considerably was the fact that the directory also included two businesses exclusively dedicated to selling the products needed for the tile manufacturing process. Tile pigments, a product previously imported by each company from Europe, and maquinaria para mosaicos [equipment for mosaics] which implied selling of the hydraulic presses as well, were advertised by La Inglesa, and businessman Juan Llambes Aguilera.26 “Marble, cement tiles or ceramic mosaics are used almost entirely for floors...Cement tiles are manufactured on the island, although some are imported. Such floors are found very satisfactory on account of their coolness, cleanliness and durability.”27

Even if the first patterns and designs copied those produced in Barcelona, the local markets “quickly developed a style of their own and evolved into more colorful designs with more complex and ornamental floral motifs.”28 The vivid color collection of the Cuban hydraulic mosaic reflected the natural scheme of the Caribbean landscape’s flora and could include up to eight colors in one tile. The
tropical weather allowed for the use of hydraulic tiles in outdoor spaces as well, and these were used to pave entrance porches, courtyard galleries and balconies, amongst others.

**Dominican Republic**

Imported Catalanian hydraulic mosaic tiles made their entrance into the Dominican Republic during the last decade of the 19th century where they were adopted as part of the architectural vocabulary of institutional and residential buildings. The new product brought controversy, when “Sanitation inspectors blamed their cold temperature for the appearance of yellow fever...Because of this, the tiles were accused of being harmful to health....very cold to the feet: harmful to the eyes.”29 Government officials insisted that the tiles not be used in public buildings due to continued protests from the population. This was a questionable posture, since precisely one of the virtues of these pavements is its constant coolness which helps ameliorate the tropical warm temperatures and heat of the Caribbean’s building interiors.

As a consequence of the Cuban war for independence from Spain at the end of the 19th century, some Catalanian immigrants who had been established in Cuba moved to the Dominican Republic in search of new business opportunities. Amongst these was José Turull Vilanova, who is credited with having established the first hydraulic mosaic factory in the capital city of Santo Domingo in 1896 which was rightfully named *La Primera* (The First). A half page Ad published in the Commercial Directory of 1925 reads: “...primera fábrica en la isla fundada en el año 1896 (first factory on the island founded in the year 1896)” 30 Portland cement imports to the Dominican Republic had been present in the local press from the last decade of the 19th century, since their first local cement factory was established in 1947. It is assumed that the other products necessary to produce the hydraulic tiles, such as fine sand, could have been found and quarried locally, but the pigments were most likely imported from Europe.

Advertisements in Turull’s professional letterhead included a description of his business and the multiple Portland cement products they fabricated:
Manufacturer of hydraulic mosaics and artificial granite. Desired drawings are prepared. Stairs, restrooms, tables, pillars and other artificial granite objects with inlaid marble. Special Portland tiles for sidewalks, galleries, stables and garages. Stucco specialty.31

This seems to have been a profitable business, exporting its tiles and products from the capital city of Santo Domingo to other principal towns of the country such as San Pedro de Macorís and La Vega. A few years later, another Catalanian, Jaime Malla Shalom, is credited with having established the first hydraulic tile manufacturing establishment in San Pedro de Macorís, an important seaport on the South coast of the Dominican Republic. He was listed in the Commercial Guide of 1923 as a mosaic manufacturer and also as a building contractor of that city. The same publication includes a brief description of the hydraulic mosaic tile industry in the Dominican Republic, “...other factories of minor importance but which speak highly in favor of the industrial capacity of the country are as follows...floor tiles or mosaics.”32 Other early factories included La Catalana, Borrás & Vidal, Francisco Rivera Martínez and La Española (as part of Ricart, Ocaña & Co.). By 1920, local Dominican industrialists began to control hydraulic mosaic tile production through ownership.

Juan T. Taváres Juliá established a factory to produce hydraulic mosaics, artificial stone and other Portland cement architectural elements in the city of Santiago during 1921. The factory moved to Santo Domingo in 1922 when he bought Turrul’s establishment in order to create Fábrica de Mosaicos Tavares. He was listed in the 1925 Commercial Directory as the only “mosaics” (hydraulic cement tiles) manufacturer in the capital city of Santo Domingo.33 Tavares eventually also bought out Jaime Malla’s factory, consolidating the hydraulic mosaic industry in the Dominican Republic under one owner. Regardless, in the Commercial Directory of 1923, José Turull had a half page Ad where he still advertized himself as building contractor and mosaic fabricator. “In 1925 Tavares published the first catalog of cement tiles in the Dominican Republic...he advertized in the 1931 edition (or second catalog): Cement tiles are recognized throughout the world as being superior to all types of flooring, including ceramic. In many countries...and in the Antilles; tile is considered to be the ideal flooring, which is proven by its extensive use and popularity...”34 It is important to note, that the 1931 catalog included other (also
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molded), Portland cement architectural elements as well, such as, columns, blocks, garden tiles, balusters, acroteria, and column capitals. Other products by the same company, manufactured from “artificial granite or terrazzo”, included tomb decoration and cemetery artifacts, flat roof tiles, park benches and stairs.35

Puerto Rico

Even though imported hydraulic mosaics from Barcelona had made their way into Puerto Rican buildings since the 1890s (particularly those from the Orsola and Escofet enterprises), the first local tile factories would not be established until 1906 and mostly by the end of the first decade of the 20th century. During this period of economic growth, grand residences, as well as important institutional buildings exhibited losa criolla or losa isleña (creolle or island tile) pavements, as these were known locally, once the industry established itself in Puerto Rico. “The buildings are principally of brick and stone very thick walls usually plastered inside and out, painted in showy colors and frescoed. The mosaic tile floors are seldom carpeted, except by a large rug or mat here and there.”36 The new tastes had entered the local market aided by the dissemination of the Catalanian company catalogs, as well as the desire of a new wealthy upper class influenced by the latest styles and fashion from Europe. Likewise, a new generation of architects who had studied abroad and had been enticed by innovative building materials used outside the Spanish Caribbean propagated the use of these materials. An issue of Puerto Rico Ilustrado, a social magazine, included the Ad for General Agents Sucs. de M. Lomba & Co. in San Juan who boasted that it was “La fábrica mas importante de mosaicos de cemento...(the most important cement mosaic factory)” their products being inexpensive, durable and having superior hardness. Lomba was apparently the local representative, and not the owner of a Spanish enterprise (which remained unnamed) and claimed that its flooring materials had received the highest awards in the International Expositions of Cairo, Suez, Manila, Chicago, Vienna, Paris and Barcelona.37

Possibly among the first Puerto Rican enterprises which produced hydraulic cement tiles were two manufacturers in the western town of Cabo Rojo, Gumersindo Lluch, and Severiano Ramírez. This information was listed under a singular classification within the complete 1910 Commercial Guide of
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Puerto Rico: “Brick and Tile Mfgrs.” Another manufacturer, the Mosaic Tile Factory of Jiménez Del Valle & Co., founded in 1906, was located in Santurce near the capital city of San Juan. It advertised high quality material, and un-fading colors for floors and baseboards because their colored tints were imported from Germany. They boasted that their product had been used by reputable contractors for twenty years (since 1886).

Porto Rico Mosaics of Yauco (later known as Puerto Rico Mosaic Co. - Yauco) was another early local manufacturer of hydraulic tiles and Portland cement ornamental architectural elements such as columns and moldings. An early (ca. 1910-14) large advertisement sign placed along the railroad route which encircled the island of Puerto Rico read: “Puerto Rico Mosaic of Yauco - Losas y Fábrica de Mosaicos Hidráulicos, Mármoles y Granito Artificial” [Hydraulic Mosaic, Marble and Artificial Granite Tiles Factory]. The company was founded ca. 1910-11 by Alejandro Franceschi as an enterprise that would aid the remodeling and expansion of his family home, utilizing innovative building technologies of the period, such as reinforced concrete. The residence, located in Yauco, a southern Puerto Rican city, was the location of prosperous sugar and coffee haciendas owned by the Franceschi family, amongst others.

Other early manufacturers in Puerto Rico followed in quick succession and included “Jiménez, Ribot & Co.” also founded in Santurce ca. 1911, and the “Ponce Mosaic Co.,” established in 1912. Ponce Mosaic Co. became one of the largest local hydraulic mosaic cement tile manufacturers, and its owner, Felipe Salazar-Palau, received the company’s patent in 1915. Their hydraulic mosaic tiles were being advertised in Ponce’s newspapers (El Águila de Ponce, 1913) and Puerto Rico’s social magazines (Puerto Rico Ilustrado, 1914), Puerto Rico’s Telephone Books (1916), Commercial Guides, as well as in the 1919 editions of the Dominican Republic’s newspaper El Listín Diario. This indicates that the tiles had a good market there as well, since Ponce and Santo Domingo are southern seaports both located on the Caribbean Sea with frequent shipping interchange. The Ponce Mosaic company had distributors throughout the island of Puerto Rico.

Many houses - besides embodying issues of urban importance - also showcase the wide array of
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materials, finishes, and details in common usage at the turn of the century...Concrete tile (known as losa isleña, losa nativa or mosaico hidráulico) was also extremely popular. Variety in patterning and color made it possible to achieve personalized effects in floor design. Borders, friezes, and accent pieces were available from widely circulated catalogues. The most popular and sophisticated supplier of [imported] concrete tiles was Escofe Teje & Cia., from Barcelona. Its products and designs...were copied all over the Caribbean...  

Imported tiles from Orsola, Solá i Cia., also a 19th century Barcelona factory, have been documented as paving materials for mausoleums in the Old (19th century) Catholic Cemetery located on de la Torre Street in Ponce. This confirms the fact that hydraulic mosaic tile imports to Puerto Rico came from more than one factory in Catalonia.

In 1914, a publication written mainly for the visitor from the United States, Porto Rico Past and Present and San Domingo of Today, two entries make reference to the local production of hydraulic cement tile. The enthusiastic author, who lived throughout Puerto Rico before writing about it, describes what seemed to be one of the building materials that had impressed him the most: “In concrete work they produce wonderful results, and the native-made Porto Rican tiles and mosaics are highly artistic and ornamental.” In the chapter related to “Manufacturers, Exports and Finance” he reported “...There are numerous lime, brick and tile factories...and the beautiful floor tiles and mosaic work cannot fail to attract the attention of the visitor...” These tiles were unusual paving materials in North America and the northern visitors must have been impressed by their exotic appearance.

Newspaper and magazine ads were also important forms of disseminating new building products as in the 1917 issue of Patria, a bi-weekly magazine of the Instituto Universitario José de Diego. Within its ads was that of the Fábrica de Mosaicos Hidráulicos Ramón Torres and Eduardo Benixa located in Miramar, another suburb of the capital city of San Juan.  

In addition to serving as pavements for new construction, hydraulic mosaic tiles were also used for remodeling and reconstruction work, specifically that required following several natural disasters of
great magnitude that occurred during the first three decades of the 20th century in Puerto Rico (several hurricanes and major fires, as well as a significant earthquake). These events not only had destroyed large segments of the building stock throughout Puerto Rico, but also brought about the revision of the local building ordinances. The new regulations promoted cement products and materials and building technologies that would be appropriate and safe for structures in Puerto Rico. During 1912, “Ponce Mosaic” would advertise “no more wooden floors” in direct reference to the vulnerability of wooden floors to any and all natural disasters and which would be resolved with hydraulic mosaic tile pavements set on a reinforced concrete slab.

Significant proof of the general acceptance of the tiles is found in a 1920 version of The Atlas Portland Cement Company catalog, published in Spanish for the benefit of the Spanish-speaking population of the Americas who had proven to be avid users of the product. As one of its segments, it included information on the *baldosas de cemento* (hydraulic mosaic) as a cement product, proof of the wide acceptance of the hydraulic tiles during this period. “The compressed cement tile floors...are without a doubt more appropriate for their beauty, simplicity, durability, ease of cleaning, for its sanitary properties and, as important point, for its reasonable price.” The same catalog was found within the private collections of two important local architects: Pedro de Castro and Rafael Carmoega, who in fact, utilized these tiles as paving materials in their projects.

Many more manufacturers appeared in Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico from the 1920s-1930s when the industry reached its highest popularity and optimum wealth, and up to the 1950s. The industry lost steam by the 1940s when much simpler patterns and designs of the tiles, mostly simulating marble, would serve to pave large housing projects. By the 1960s, most of these companies had given way to *terrazzo* floors, which had become popularized throughout the Spanish Caribbean for their yet simpler installation possibilities and the changes in style of the time.

---


5 Jaume i Joan Ramón Rosell, El Mosaic Hidràulic [The Hydraulic Mosaic]. (Barcelona: Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de Barcelona, 1985); and Rosell, (Nov. 1986), 27 - Translations from Catalan by the author.

6 The material encased within brackets [ ] has been included by the author as clarification of the technical terminology presented. In some cases, the original Catalan text has been paraphrased for the same reason.

7 Rosell, (Nov. 1986), 29 - Translations from Catalan by the author.


10 Institut de Promoció Cerámica, 2-3; and Rosell, (Nov. 1986), 27 - Translations from Catalan by the author.

11 Roselló i Nicolau, (2009), 14; and Roselló i Nicolau, (November, 2007), 5 - Translations from Catalan by the author.

12 Examples of hydraulic cement tiles from Orsola, Solá i Cia., stamped with the factory’s name on the rear of the tiles, have been found and documented in Cuba and in Puerto Rico. Examples of original tiles from Escofet, Fortuna i Cia. have been found (during this project) in Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico and seem to have been a product more aggressively exported into the new territories due to the large pavements from this company which are still extant. This confirms, without a doubt,
that the original paving materials from both companies, established in Barcelona during the 19th century, made their way into the Spanish Caribbean since the late 1800s up to the 1930s, in spite of the existence of the large amount of local hydraulic tile factories in each island-country.


14 “Mosaicos La Balear” [Balear Mosaics], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (March 7, 1909), La Habana: 144 - Translations from Spanish by author.

15 “Las Grandes Industrias de Cuba” [Great Cuban Industries], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (September 6, 1908), La Habana: 466-468; and El Libro de Cuba - Obra de Propaganda Nacional, (La Habana, 1925): 790-792 - Translations from Spanish by author.


18 Yamira Rodríguez-Marcano, “Mosaicos Hidráulicos en La Habana” [Hydraulic Mosaics in Havana]. Unpublished manuscript and audio-visual presentation (La Habana, 2010): 2 - Translations from Spanish by the author.


21 “Vidrieras y Mosaicos” [Shop-windows and Mosaics], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (February 29, 1911), La Habana: 151.


23 Amongst the most important and earliest (first two decades of the 20th century) hydraulic mosaic tile factories throughout Cuba were:
   In 1914: Eduardo Fernández at Sagua la Grande, (imported white cements Atlas and La Farge brands)
   In 1915: La Santiaguera at Santiago de Cuba
   In 1918: Rodríguez y Martínez in Caibarién
   In 1921: La Modernista in Bayamo
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25 Personal communication with historian Victor Echenagusía, Office of the Conservator of the city of Trinidad, Cuba, March, 2015.


29 Carmen Ortega and Ana Mitila-Lora, 95.


33 Peynado, (1925), 121.

34 Carmen Ortega and Ana Mitila-Lora, 98.

35 A copy of the 1931 Tavares catalog still exists and was facilitated for these investigations by Mr. Jorge Aguayo of Industrias Aguayo de Construcción in the Dominican Republic.


37 Puerto Rico Ilustrado magazine, 1910.
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CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE IN THE TROPICS: THEIR ADVENT, HISTORY AND CONSERVATION


Archivo General de Puerto Rico, Historic Newspaper collection, San Juan.


The Pedro de Castro and Rafael Carmoega Collections, *Archivo de Arquitectura y Construcción de la Universidad de Puerto Rico* [AACUPR] (Architectural and Construction Archive of the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras campus.)
Barcelona is credited as the origin for the technology to produce hydraulic cement tiles. Historic graphics illustrate the iron bench where tiles were first manufactured and pressed by hand, and one of the earliest models of the hydraulic press.

Imported hydraulic mosaic design catalogs, the cement tiles themselves, as well as the craftsmen trained at the Catalonian factories of Orsola, Solá i Cia. [1876] and Escofet, Fortuna i Cia. [1886], traveled and spread throughout the Spanish Caribbean from the 1880s on. The tiles became important protagonists of interiors, and pavements became carpets.

“Mosaicos hidráulicos” refer to a 20 cm. square x 2.5 cm. thick cement tile with ornate colorful surfaces. Their 3 layers composed of local lime, cement, and pigments are still manufactured today by hand and compressed within a mold by a press. They are air dried for 28 days before they are ready for installation.

(Rosell, Jaume i Joan Ramón. El Mosaic Hidráulic [The Hydraulic Mosaic]. (Barcelona: Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de Barcelona, 1985)
The hydraulic mosaics were laid starting from the center of the room and working outwards usually utilizing three tile designs: a main central motif, a border, and a neutral surrounding band. These had to be laid perfectly level since the finished surface could not be abraded.

The final hydraulic mosaic tile composition was the result of master recipes and experimentation. Different tile patterns in Trinidad, Cuba.
(Photos by the author, 2015)
Havana was the first place in the Spanish Caribbean to establish a hydraulic mosaic or cement tile factory (1886) in spite of continued tile imports from Catalonia, such as those from *Orsola, Solá i Cia.* found in the 1905 Rubens Palace in Mariel, Cuba.

Local industrial expositions such as the “Palatino”, held in Havana during 1909, exhibited innovative building products on the market. Such was the case of La Balear factory, which in 15 years had increased its production from 1,000 to 40,000 tiles a month.

(El Figaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine] [La Habana, Cuba] “Mosaicos La Balear” [Balear Mosaics], (March 7, 1909): 144.)
A much larger factory, La Cubana, was established in 1903. Employing 200 workmen, they had a weekly output of 100,000 hydraulic mosaic tiles and were granted the Grand Prize at the 1909 Palatino Exhibition. [1 of 3 pages, show images of La Cubana.]

(El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine] (La Habana, Cuba) "Las Grandes Industrias de Cuba" [Great Cuban Industries], (September 6, 1908): 466-468; and Ladislao Díaz y Hno. y Planiol y Cagiga. Fábrica de Mosaicos La Cubana [Mosaics Factory La Cubana] - Design Catalog. (La Habana, N.D.)
Images of La Cubana [2 of 3 pages]
Images of La Cubana [3 of 3 pages]

El Nuevo Almendares was founded in 1910, their premium quality tiles were used to pave important institutional buildings, hospitals, banks, schools and the contemporary homes of El Vedado, Cuba. (El Libro de Cuba - Obra de Propaganda Nacional, (La Habana, 1925): 790-792)
In Cienfuegos, Cuba, El Arte Industrial [1924] received the Gold Medal at the First Exposition in Rome and at the Cienfuegos Fair of 1925 for their excellent hydraulic mosaics.

(El Figaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine] (La Habana, Cuba) “Oficina de la Cinema Films” [Offices of Cinema Films], (September 6, 1919): 547); and Photos of Cienfuegos pavements by the author, 2015)
Imported Catalonian hydraulic mosaics, as well as businessmen and craftsmen from Barcelona, reached the Dominican Republic by the late 19th century establishing “La Primera” factory in 1896.

Hydraulic mosaic tile pavements from Catalonia, such as those from Orsola, Solá i Cia., were found in early 1900s’ interiors of the capital city of Santo Domingo.

(The United Methodist Church, General Commission on Archives and History, Record Group: United Methodist Church General Board of Global Ministries, Mission Education & Cultivation, Box location: 2195-3-2: 01 - Dominican Republic and BFCW Scrap Book 1920-1924, Mission Education)
By 1920, Dominican industrialists began to control hydraulic mosaic tile production and these were present in all types of buildings.

By 1925 hydraulic mosaic tile catalogs in the Dominican Republic included other pre-fabricated molded Portland cement architectural elements such as columns, capitals, blocks and balusters.

(Tavares, J. T. Fábrica de Mosaicos de J. T. Tavares, Catálogo No. 2 [Mosaic Factory of J. T. Tavares, Catalog No. 2]. Santo Domingo: Litografía Ferrua, 1931)
The Tavares factory, established in 1921, eventually bought out other tile manufacturers in Santo Domingo, consolidating the hydraulic mosaic tile industry under one owner.

(Peynado, Luis O. (ed.) *Directorio Industrial y Comercial de la República Dominicana* [Industrial and Commercial Directory of the Dominican Republic]. Santo Domingo, República Dominicana, 1925)
Hydraulic Mosaic tiles from Barcelona were imported to Puerto Rico since the late 19th century where they paved all building types until the first local factories were established ca. 1906.

New tastes had entered the local market aided by the dissemination of the Catalan company catalogs, as well as the desires of a new upper class influenced by the latest styles and fashion from Europe.

The cement tiles were used in interiors as well as exteriors, and advertised extensively in Puerto Rican newspapers and magazines.

Hydraulic mosaic cement tiles of the Casa Sorrentini in Santurce, Puerto Rico.
(Photos by the author, 2015)
A 1920 version of the Atlas White Portland Cement Company catalog, published in Spanish, included information on the *baldosas de cemento* (hydraulic mosaic tiles) as a cement product, “...for their beauty, ease of cleaning, sanitary properties ... and reasonable price.”

The hydraulic mosaic tile industry lost steam by the 1940s when much simpler patterns and tile designs, mostly simulating marble, would pave large housing projects.

(Rodríguez-Marcano, Yamira. “Mosaicos Hidráulicos en La Habana” [Hydraulic Mosaics in Havana]. Un-published manuscript and audio-visual presentation; and Archivo General de Puerto Rico, Archivo Fotográfico, Álbum Departamento de Educación, Photos no. Bc5-X9259 and Ce51-X9)
The Cement or Concrete Block - true artificial stone

“Within the past five years a new building material, the hollow concrete block, has come rapidly into use, and the industry has grown almost as surprisingly as the manufacture of Portland cement. Concrete building blocks were practically unknown in 1900, but it is probably safe to say that at present (1906), more than a thousand companies and individuals are engaged in their manufacture in the United States.”

Speed, economy and effectiveness marked early Portland cement products. This was specifically the case with cement or concrete block, which according to several contemporary authors regarding the early use of this building technology (1906), was a genuine American invention “...the home of the hollow block industry is the United States...”. Even though its use spread throughout the United States and the world like the wild fires the builders were trying to avoid in their edifices through the use of concrete block as a building technology, the industry had a difficult start and detractors at all levels. Statements such as, “...that the wall as made is too artificial; that, if made of ‘rock faced’ blocks, the patterns adopted are too much alike...that this makes the wall look as thought it were faced with galvanized iron, stamped to imitate rock faced blocks...that in any case, a concrete wall cannot be made to look like cut stone work...” were often given by the design profession. Regardless the heated criticism, more than anything of the face-plate that imitated rock or stone, it was accepted as a quick, economical and reliable ‘imitation’ building material adaptable to any and all building types. The “well-traveled, American building material”,” essentially a product of the twentieth century”, was the topic of many technical articles where detailed specifications would describe the product. “The names “artificial stone” or “cast stone”, commonly used by the manufacturers and builders, emphasized that the block was an imitation of stone...this imitative quality turned the architectural elite against the material...In 1907, a special committee of the American Institute of Architects had concluded that while reinforced concrete had much to recommend it, concrete block did not and should be avoided...because the imitations of rock face masonry so frequently seen were so depressing and distasteful.” And so, the first five years of the 20th century were characterized by much experimentation, testing and the race for patents.

Even if test molds and manufacturing trials of concrete block had taken place during the 19th century, (resulting in the earliest patents for this material), it is Harmon S. Palmer who is credited with the first manufacturing concrete block process that became feasible and widespread. His “…invention of a cast-
iron machine with removable core and adjustable sides...” became an instant hit. His U.S. patent was granted in 1900 and his company, established in 1902, produced and sold his block manufacturing kit at $200 each. The technology had immediate imitators, and thus, the concrete block had clearly established its place in construction history.

To produce a block, one shoveled a mixture of Portland cement, water, sand and stone or gravel aggregate into the machine and tamped it down to compress the mix and eliminate voids...the general recipe was one part cement to two or three parts sand to four or six parts aggregate...The advantage of Palmer’s new machine was that the block maker could throw a lever and release the block as soon as it had been made. He then carried the block away on a pallet or board to dry. After a day, the workmen stacked the block in a covered shed, where, with a periodic sprinkling with water, the block dried for at least several weeks. Some advisers recommended that the block ‘cure’ for a month before use. Promoters claimed that two men, one mixing and one tamping, could make some eighty to one hundred blocks a day.8

Due to the high demand for information about concrete blocks and the absolute lack of it, during 1905 two magazine companies in New York, Engineering News and Cement Age, created a competition “for money prizes” that would collect a series of technical articles by authors who were experienced in concrete-block technology. This resulted in a book, published in 1906, which was titled The Manufacture of Concrete Blocks and their use in Building Construction. It would gather the two main winners’ articles in addition to the abstracts of the other competitors. This publication’s preface read: “Altogether the papers and abstracts form a practical treatise on the manufacture of concrete blocks and their use...that at present stands alone in the literature relating to cement and concrete.”9 Both prize winners continued to write about the subject and had articles or a major book published the following year.10

As word spread, a large amount of technical literature became available from 1905-1910, yet the book, Cement Houses and How to Build Them would include the most complete analysis and recommendations for “Concrete Block Architecture”. Written by William A. Radford and published in
1909, the book included extensive explanations, specifications and drawings of construction details using this technology. Contrary to what large manufacturing and commercial institutions of the time (like Sears), would promote, the author warned about manufacture by inexperienced hands, or defective formulations for the blocks, and included “Standard Specification for Concrete Hollow Blocks as adopted by the National Association of Cement Users”. These specs provided information as basic as, the materials needed (cement, sand and stone or coarse aggregate), their proportions, mixing, molding, curing, aging, thickness of walls, and laying. A total of twenty four line items listed more complicated activities such as testing of the blocks prior to installation. These important specifications lead to changes in building ordinances and regulations throughout the United States. In this respect, those established by the cities of Philadelphia and Denver by 1906 were important precursors which lead the way. The industry had organized under professional associations as early as 1905, and by 1919, block-size standards had been set by the Concrete Block Manufacturer’s Association.

Fire-proofing structures of all types was one of the main concerns of builders after the catastrophic great fires in Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Boston and other U.S. cities from the 1870s through the early 1900s. Reinforced concrete and concrete block were seen as an answer, and a great deal of faith was placed on the fire-proof qualities of these innovative building materials.

Research indicates that the first building in the United States to use concrete blocks as a structural material, was the Hughes Residence in New Dorp, Staten Island New York, erected during the summer of 1905. According to Miller, the two-story house, was also credited “as a pioneer in fireproof residence construction...is believed to be the first in which hollow concrete blocks were used as supporting walls.” It was designed by Robert W. Gardner, an Architect from New York. The previous use of concrete block had been as a facing material to other building technologies. The blocks were manufactured on the building site by a first-class mason. “Three sizes were used, 12-inch for the basement walls, 8-inch for the walls above the basement, and 6-inch for the interior partition walls.” The walls were fabricated with a mixture of one part (Atlas) cement to four parts course sand. The article also included interior and exterior photographs. The same magazine also included four large ads regarding concrete block in general. One advertised the book Concrete Block Houses, a pattern
book that included plans as well as cost estimates. The other three ads were about the block machines themselves and included their slogans: The Century Cement Machine Co. - ‘The World’s Greatest Cement Stone Machine’ which produced the ‘Hercules’ block; The Ideal Concrete Machinery Co. ‘You want the best’; and The Winget Concrete Machine Co. which boasted ‘the only concrete machine to receive an Award at the latest World’s Fair’.\(^{15}\)

The new building components could be quickly hand-made on site, required no ovens or large equipment to manufacture, were easily stored, and ready for installation within a month. Promotional material sent out to the public in general by large companies like Sears, Roebuck & Co., by 1907 advertized several concrete block machine models and tools in their catalogs, clarifying that “No Experience is Necessary to Operate Our Concrete Machinery...what others have done you can do.”\(^{16}\) These ads converted the building material into a household name, since it was more economical than wood, brick or stone construction, it was fireproof, and therefore, ideal. The concrete block catalogs particularly recommended their use for agricultural buildings, residences and small-scale commercial structures. Small industries, mainly run by masons or people that were already part of the construction industry, flourished from the use of these machines due to their continuous promotion and the ready availability of the equipment provided through large corporations like Sears: “The most complete and up to date outfit for manufacturing hollow concrete building blocks ever offered to the building public.”\(^{17}\)

The initial triumph of concrete block manufacture and use in the U.S. would serve to promote it as a successful building technology which rapidly spread throughout the country as well as to countries with which it had commercial ties. This was the case of the Spanish Caribbean, where there is irrefutable evidence that American concrete block machines arrived as early as 1901 wherein the new building material was adopted, modified, developed, and used together with other innovative construction technologies such as steel framing and reinforced concrete in order to make it their own. As stated in 1906 by Rice, as a recognized authority, “...concrete blocks have a place of their own in building construction, that they are capable of such artistic finish that the may rest upon the merit of their own beauty, and that they are not dependent for their popularity upon imitation of any other material
commonly used in construction of buildings...

Cement Blocks in the Spanish Caribbean

Cuba

“When Leon Cogniet invented concrete, a revolution was produced within construction, he artificially fabricated blocks that were as solid as stone itself; these blocks had all imaginable forms since they were molded and could replace, in the majority of cases, granite and sandstone.”

Cuba seems to be the first country in the Spanish Caribbean to have used concrete block as a building material. “The advent of the republic in 1902 was an incentive for investment, both local and foreign, and businesses in the city multiplied, stimulated by the economic climate...Export-import companies and financial firms spread their networks all over the country, as did railways and construction companies...” The stage was set for experimentation with new imported building materials.

Proof that the concrete block’s use was a United State’s initiative, is found in the establishment in Havana of a branch of the renown firm Purdy & Henderson, an important design and construction firm from New York. Their earliest projects, which coincided with the founding years of the Cuban Republic, included several steel frame and concrete-block edifices in the capital city built as early as 1901. These included a Vedado House (1901), the Miramar Hotel (1903), the first Cuban branches of the Royal Bank of Canada (1903-05) and the National Bank of Cuba (1904), as well as various residential and institutional projects. Further proof is the existence of published photos which show the concrete blocks stacked in front of one of the residences under construction at the time. The firm had:

...invented a process which will allow the use of ‘dry’ concrete in blocks made on a machine of the Palmer type, and yet make blocks that will not allow the passage of water or frost from front to rear...the waterproof mixture, of which the stratum is formed, is poured into the opening, and it becomes homogeneous with the balance of the concrete at once...The inventors are using this process largely in Cuba at the present time and, patent being applied for, have no competition there. Patent rights on same will no doubt be for sale locally in this country soon.
Some of the rock-faced concrete blocks used for the building base of the first branch of the Royal Bank of Canada (1903-05) in Havana measured on site, have the dimensions: 30" long X 9.5" high X 14" wide (76 cm. X 24 cm. X 35 cm.), and another type measures 22.5" or 57 cm. long with the same dimensions in height and width.

In a 1910 article published in the local magazine, *Sociedad Cubana de Ingenieros* it was reported that “Blocks (were) fabricated in the city of La Habana by Purdy Henderson, with 1 part Portland cement, 2 ⅔ (parts) limestone sand and 2 ⅓ (parts) siliceous rock, after 55 days from fabrication...75kgm.”

The town of Mariel, located towards the West of La Habana, seems to be the second Cuban location where concrete block was used as a building material, this time for a monumental four-story high mansion on a hill overlooking the impressive harbor. The “magnificent residence of Horatio Rubens” was completed between 1905-1906, an early date even for contemporary concrete-block counterparts in the United States. The eclectic residence, included sentry boxes or watch towers as significant decorative elements of the ornate parapets. In the September 1906 edition of the Cuban social magazine *El Figaro*, the residence was described as “...the best and most splendid building of our Republic...” Although the architect is unknown, it seems that the Cuban construction workforce was under the direction of two Catalan foremen. Its unusual design could have been imported from the United States together with the equipment to manufacture the blocks and other molded pre-fabricated Portland cement architectural elements used at this remote site. It is not clear whether Mr. Rubens, a wealthy American industrialist of the Cuba (railroad) Company and a New York lawyer, ever lived in the 26 room house which at the time cost $250,000 to build. The building’s exuberance was marked by various Portland cement molded and pre-cast architectural ornaments such as a completely Moorish-themed interior patio that still includes colored inserts of the cement elements, curved balustrades, elaborate column capitals and arches. The exterior facades remain mostly embellished by various types of extremely ornate window and door surrounds, balustraded porches on all four building sides, and the top building’s parapets and sentry boxes are crowned with distinct crenelations.

In 1907 Ruben’s Palace or Castle, as it was commonly known, was being considered for use as a Casino,
and when denied the permit, the property was sold to Havana’s San Lázaro Hospital (1909) to be used as a Leper’s Asylum, which was later built at an alternate site. In 1915, the apparently still un-used structure was confiscated by the Cuban Government to be used as the Naval Academy of Cuba, who completed its construction, and inaugurated it in January 1917. Remarkably, the building remains, and although in an abandoned state, it is still part of the military installation on the original site. Impressive due to its monumental height and structural integrity, the present investigation has concluded that it is the tallest, largest, and most massive building completely built of rock-faced and plain concrete block that survives in the Spanish Caribbean found to date 2015. The blocks diminish in size as the building rises, from 39" long X 16" high and could have been 14"-16" in width (1 meter X 40 cm.) at the ground level, to 30" long X 9.5" high (76 cm. X 24 cm.) at the upper levels. The walls were vertically reinforced with steel rods as can be appreciated in a photograph taken during its construction in 1906, and this reinforcement has probably guaranteed its survival through time in an tropical area on the North coast of Cuba that is constantly affected by tropical storms and hurricanes and where its location and siting are completely exposed to the natural elements.

Other early concrete-block structures in Cuba were directly associated with the Protestant religious groups that came from the United States at the end of the Spanish-American War of 1898, and who built impressive temples that still remain. That was certainly the case for La Habana’s Presbyterian Church inaugurated during 1906, which from the outside, seems to be three-stories tall with an even higher two-story belfry. The building still boasts three distinct face-plate designs for its concrete block walls. In addition to the main nave, other interior spaces included “...living apartments for the missionaries and an infant class room.” Its original cost was $50,000, which included the purchase of the urban lot as well. Some of the ornate concrete blocks used for the temple in Havana measured on site, have the dimensions: 30" long X 9.5" high X 14" wide (76 cm. X 24 cm. X 35 cm.), and another type measures 24" or 61 cm. long with the same dimensions in height and width.

The Methodist Church in the city of Cienfuegos, inaugurated in 1908, still stands on a prominent corner of the city. It was built with panel-faced concrete blocks, as well as other molded Portland cement ornaments such as friezes and moldings for doors and windows. The concrete blocks measured on
site for this temple have the dimensions: 24" long X 12" high X 12" wide (61 cm. X 30.5 cm. X 30.5 cm.) It is hypothesized that the Protestant missionary groups could have easily brought with them the equipment necessary to fabricate the necessary architectural components for both structures, since this would have facilitated the permanent establishment and rapid spread of their missionary work. This seems to have similarly been the case for Puerto Rico.39

Both buildings possess the institutional eclectic qualities that characterized the design preferences for Protestant temples in the United States during this period. Even if these building types had been previously constructed in the U.S. using brick, stone and wood as their primary building materials, most of the traditional designs could have been adapted to the concrete-block technology. This was the case for the construction of a Methodist Church in Artesia, New Mexico as early as 1904.30 Research at the Presbyterian Historical Society Archives (PHS) in Philadelphia USA, resulted in finding a recurring section within the annual Board of Home Missions Reports titled “Board of the Church Erection Fund”. This segment, which was part of every annual report since 1875, included suggested models for temples and manses as part of a major collection referred to as “The Book of Designs”. The Presbyterian Board apparently secured appropriate sketches for these buildings and later distributed them through this book to small communities that requested these for lack of funds to hire an architect or designer. Nevertheless, the Board emphasized that “...where a building is to cost more than $5,000 a competent architect be selected and the work entrusted to his hands.” Building layouts, sizes, suggested materials, and final costs were also provided as important guidelines by the Board.31 The copy of the complete Design Book was never located in the PHS. One example, the blueprint of a bell tower designed by the firm Ludlow & Peabody Architects of New York, found within the historic documents at the PHS and titled “Presbyterian Church Porto Rico - Cuba”, could have meant that this was one same design used multiple times and for different missions in various countries.

“Molded architecture” with pre-fabricated components converted artificial stone manufacture into a profitable businesses throughout Havana. Innovative decorative schemes could be multiplied through the use of molds which facilitated portable architecture elements, “...the mold was a proper element of industrialization applied to an infinite series of architecture, repeatable and combinable, an architecture
to be consumed and assimilated by the social masses that marked the 20th century...” You could consult a catalog and rapidly select the preferred combination of ornaments and building components for your design. The large variety of Portland cement elements produced in the early workshops included “portable structure” as well, which meant, hollow columns and concrete block which when filled with reinforcement and cement mortar would serve as the structural supports.32

Venegas points out that “...a number of Spanish businessmen, especially Catalonians, had established construction companies or sold building materials and were, in fact, responsible for introducing new techniques and services to the building industry. The so-called workshops for decorative detail in Havana were small, and made ‘artificial stone’ prepared from cement and sand. They mass-produced columns, friezes, staircases, cornices, banisters, and corbels - even funerary monuments and water tanks - made in every style imaginable, and these found ready markets...”33

Amongst the more modest concrete-block projects in Cuba, were those for factories, warehouses and housing for the working class. By 1907, the Cuba Company, one of the American railroad companies, was building “...eighteen new cement block houses, and contracts have been let for ten. The houses are for the use of the employees of the company...”34 Two years later, the caption of a published photo of rock-faced, concrete-block one-story houses would announce: “A group of cement houses for working men erected in the Vedado, Havana. These houses each contain six rooms and a bath room, and are beautiful to look at and well constructed.”35 These rented for $20 a month and were also offered for purchase to working men who could arrange to pay for them through a monthly installment plan.

As the concrete or cement block technology spread, it became a relevant and highly published topic in the technical and professional magazine literature. This was especially true between 1905-1910 when the industry was trying to establish itself. Cubans were accustomed to building in lime, brick and rubble masonry since the 16th century, and the Portland cement materials were easily substituted to produce roofs, walls and floors using similar building procedures. A two-page long article titled “Making Concrete Blocks in Cuba - A Good and Profitable Business” made reference to the Cuban practice of
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using wood molds for concrete-block manufacture instead of the metal molds used in the United States, even if, “...some block makers are in possession of these machines...”. Its author, George Rice, described the block manufacture process as very similar to that specified by companies from the U.S. and used a mixture one part cement, and four parts sand, which was tamped by hand. The article included interesting drawings of the molds, the equipment, the tools, and the finished block as well as “...the system (gripping device of iron) usually employed in Cuba for supporting a beam on a block wall.” Hence, during the first decade of the 20th century’s building bonanza in Cuba, concrete-block making was definitely a profitable business.

Cuban Industrial Fairs and Expositions also marketed the molded and pre-fabricated Portland cement architectural elements since the Palatine Exposition of 1909 and the National Exposition of 1911 presented the companies producing the ready-made building materials. Amongst these enterprises, that most notable regarding the production of Cement Block was El Arte Industrial owned by Architect Antonio Gelabert. Its exhibit presented all kinds of Portland cement architectural elements “...without competition in block fabrication and architectural ornament in cement...(it is) the only factory (of this kind) with a Cuban patent.” Its products were also described as “...improving public ornament and refining national taste.” Proof regarding the popularity of Gelabert’s cement blocks was the fact that these had been used to build other exhibit pavilions at the 1911 National Exposition grounds.

School construction in Cuba also included concrete blocks as building materials. Blocks were used to build the Escuela Ricardo de la Torre in Caibarién, inaugurated in 1910, at the height of production and use of the block industry in Cuba and the Spanish Caribbean.

Advertisements regarding the cement industry in Cuba, or equipment directly related to cement production and the concrete block industry, were found as early as 1911 when Galbán & Co. (who had representatives in Havana and New York), advertised in bi-lingual terms: “Máquinas para hacer Bloques de Cemento y Mezcladoras de Hormigón (Cement Block Machines and Concrete Mixers)” and promoted the ‘Climax’ machines as the best in the world. Yet the importance of cement and its products was included within published commercial articles of the time which emphasized, for example, that “The
Sampson Company is installing a complete plant of machinery for making cement and cement blocks and bricks… near Cuneira. The railroad company is erecting a new station and putting in the necessary tracks for the business of the cement plant”. This meant that the railroad was an integral part of the innovation process by facilitating the products distribution throughout the island. A definite promotion for the concrete block industry was that the technology was being used by the government, as was the case for the Governor’s Palace in Santa Clara which was “built of cement block” and inaugurated in 1911, confirming once again, that Portland cement, as well as its products, were accepted materials for building on the Island. From 1900 to 1916 most Cuban companies producing concrete block were located in Havana’s neighborhoods. The Las Villas region was the second area of Cuba where three related industries prospered from 1922 to 1926.

The 1926 Commercial and Industrial Guide of Cuba included a category titled “Bloques de Cemento (Cement Blocks)”. In Havana alone, it listed 23 companies that, by then, manufactured cement (or concrete block). Some of these industrialists fabricated other concrete products as well, such as concrete tanks and even hydraulic cement tile. Some company names were in English: American Concrete Co. and Latta & Pujals Contracting Co., but the list also included names that were highly descriptive and made direct reference to how contemporary and new these materials were: El Arte Moderno, El Moderno Inensible, El Bloque, La Moderna, and El Arte de la Época.

**Dominican Republic**

One can be easily fooled by early 20th century architecture in the Dominican Republic. What to the normal visitor would appear as cement or concrete block facades, are actually simulated or imitation representations of stone masonry. This was corroborated on multiple occasions not only in the capital city of Santo Domingo, but in other important cities like La Vega. This practice probably precluded the importation of the molds for the artificial stone examples which were proliferating through Cuba and Puerto Rico during the first decade of the 20th century. Even though Portland cement imports to the Dominican Republic date back to 1894, traditional Spanish brick construction prevailed in institutional as well as high-class residential architecture, and was made to look like stone masonry or block with a
distinctive lime and sand plaster surface. Another technique found was that of surface finishes created by “stamping” or molding imitation stone masonry on a thick lime and sand plaster.

Even though there is no certainty or proof regarding the date when the first block machines and molds arrived in the Dominican Republic, it seems to have been an industry directly tied to that of hydraulic mosaic tile manufacture and cement-molded (artificial stone) products. Owners of the residences of the upper industrialist and merchant classes, usually attune to the progressive and fashionable building materials utilized in other countries, and specifically their neighboring Greater Antillean Cuba and Puerto Rico, would have been interested in the architectural expressions and technologies promoted abroad. This had been the case in the previous decade with the development of a true taste for the hydraulic mosaic pavements. Due to business dealings of the industrialist class with the United States, there is a high probability that during the early periods of the industry, the cement/concrete-block technology could have been imported to the Dominican Republic by building contractors, when the blocks were made on the project site one by one by the builders themselves.

The original rock-faced concrete block Dominican residence of a prominent Puerto Rican banker and financier Santiago Michelena Belvé, designed by Architect Antonin Nechodoma and built in 1912, is an excellent case in point. Nechodoma had been producing very similar residential architecture throughout Puerto Rico four to six years before. Michelena, being Puerto Rican, probably requested the most up-to-date styles being employed in his country resulting in the use of concrete blocks as the structural and ornamental elements for his imposing residence in the sister island. This seems to be the first concrete block building constructed in the Dominican Republic, and although it still exists, it was completely transformed during the 1930s, when any evidence of the original concrete-block building technology was destroyed and concealed. The participation of Nechodoma as a designer and the possible inclusion of Frank B. Hatch as the builder of this residence is possible, since as a team, both professionals had vast experience using this technology in Puerto Rico. Hatch would in fact establish himself as a building contractor in the Dominican Republic approximately a decade later when his company was advertized as: “Hatch & Carbia Construction Co. - Contratistas y Constructores Generales [General Contractors and Builders].”
Various rock-faced concrete-block residences followed during the 1920s, specifically in the suburban area of Gazcue. This was most probably due to the establishment in Santo Domingo of a Portland cement molded and pre-fabricated product industry by Juan Tomás Tavares Juliá since 1925. In the second catalog printed by the company in 1931, a complete segment of the introduction is dedicated to Concrete blocks as important building products of the Factory:

The concrete block is a universally used construction material due to its many desirable advantages. As these are made of concrete, the blocks have the intrinsic qualities of this material. However, it is not monolithic reinforced concrete, as the block is essentially masonry construction. It does not have the iron of reinforced concrete, and it is important to keep this in mind, especially in those countries where earthquakes and cyclones occur in which cases the iron plays an important role. To counteract this deficiency in building with blocks, it is important that the walls are properly joined and bonded. It is also highly recommendable to complete the height of a block wall with a concrete beam as a general anchor (to the structure).

Furthermore, since the blocks are hollow, it is possible to install vertical iron rods (within their cavities), and filling these (with cement mortar), in order to obtain superb reinforcement. We recommend placing these vertical rods at the corners, and if the wall is very long, also at intermediate points.

Taking into consideration the above-listed indications, a solid and well built structure is obtained from every point of view. In terms of strength if compared to monolithic concrete, it has the advantage that the blocks walls will not crack very easily. A crack in a wall is unquestionably a weak point. Block construction is economic. One of the most important factors is that as the blocks are hollow, there is great economy of material, while at the same time it is possible to manufacture large and light units which greatly reduces site labor. Block construction requires no form-work, one of the most expensive factors of monolithic concrete construction. Nor is plastering required on the exterior (surface), which also presents a significant economy.
Block construction is practical. For it you only need the blocks and a very little amount of mortar for their placement. Therefore the control of materials is very simple. In a few minutes the interested party can count the blocks placed, and know, with certainty, the material used. Manpower is also very commonly paid per unit. How different this is from concrete, where so many different materials are required and their control is normally so difficult!

Another advantage of block construction is that it results in very cool houses. The (hollow block’s) cavities constitute air chambers that effectively isolate exterior heat.

Apart from the considerations we have made regarding block construction, it is of course of utmost importance that the blocks themselves are of good quality. A structure is as strong or as weak as its constituent parts. Concrete blocks are made with a semi-humid mix (and not liquid or semi-liquid as monolithic concrete) and is therefore of utmost importance that the material is well compressed. Blocks that are not well pressed are porous and weak. With hand-manufacturing, even if more care is taken, it is difficult to guarantee a uniformly strong product, since the pressure depends on the efforts of the workmen or labor force. However, with mechanical pressure it is always equal and much greater. Our entire (concrete block) production is all based on mechanical pressure, having obtained the most powerful machines for their manufacture.\(^{50}\)

Among the extant examples of the concrete block residences in the capital city of Santo Domingo are the original Juan O. Vázquez residence, (presently the Babeque Primary School, 1926) the Vicens residence (ca. 1928), and the Betances residence (ca. 1930). “The Tavares industry produced a rusticated or wart-type concrete block, as designated locally. Its width was 8", with a height of equal measure; length 15.5" and two chambers 5" X 4.5"...\(^{51}\) Even though Tavares did not publish his first catalog until 1925, his business office was located in a concrete-block building, probably the best advertising possible. As previously stated, his 1931 catalog included rock-faced or ‘wart-type’ cement blocks as part of the “artificial stone or granite” products offered by the company.
Contrary to the hydraulic mosaic advertisement campaigns of the early 20th century in the Dominican Republic, the only promotional material found specifically regarding concrete or cement blocks, besides the Tavares catalog and the building themselves, were ads placed in several 1928 issues of the *Listín Diario*, an important newspaper in Santo Domingo. The ads boasted: “Concrete Blocks -machine and not hand pressed- extremely strong blocks at very reduced prices”52 which meant that until then, previous concrete blocks had been locally produced only by hand-techniques.

An extremely destructive hurricane hit the Dominican Republic during September 1930 and leveled most of the capital city, primarily composed of wooden buildings. Photographs taken just after the disaster show, that several concrete-block buildings (built during the 1920s) survived. These were located within the newer neighborhoods, part of the urban expansions developed outside the city walls, which included *Ciudad Nueva, San Carlos and Villa Francisca*. Impressively so, even a three-story tall, mixed-use (commercial space on the ground floor and two levels of apartments) concrete-block structure, presently known as *Barra Payán* (ca. 1929), survived the storm. Historic photos documented reinforcement bars or rods extending vertically from inside the hollow cores of the concrete-block building corners during construction, which if filled later with concrete, would have adequately formed structural building columns. These would then serve as lateral support, indispensable protection for buildings against hurricanes or earthquakes. As a new government initiated the reconstruction process of these sectors during the 1930s, the concrete-block, as well as other Portland cement architectural elements such as columns, capitals and balustrades, would become protagonists for new housing within Santo Domingo. Important to this study is the fact that most of the new housing stock also incorporated reinforced concrete slabs for floors and roofs, and hydraulic mosaic pavements, still present in the entrance porches and throughout house interiors - both technologies being the focus of the present study. It must have been a period of economic bonanza for the Tavares factory, which at that date, was the only producer of these molded and pre-fabricated Portland cement architectural elements within the capital city. These neighborhoods and concrete-block buildings still exist today in excellent condition.

San Pedro de Macorís, the second most important port in the Dominican Republic, was a city which
developed during the early 1900s mostly due to the establishment of prominent sugar centrales and other agricultural initiatives in its fertile lands. The new buildings and port facilities were primarily built utilizing the innovative technologies made possible by the use of imported Portland cement: “Nearly all the commercial houses are built of cement or re-enforced concrete, as are also the newer residences. These buildings are generally two stories, but a great many are now being run up to three stories, containing all modern conveniences.” In 1920, various steamship lines provided regular and direct service from and to San Pedro from Cuba, Puerto Rico, the United States and Europe. These vessels most likely served as important providers of new materials and technology.

The first cement-block buildings could have been constructed probably by 1915, when distinctive structures in the harbor area would have housed the busy port’s activities. Within town, highly decorative Portland cement molded ornaments embellished landmark buildings such as the Fire Station (1911), the Marketplace (1912), and the impressive neighboring two and three story edifices. Worthy of special mention for the present research is a two-story corner building with distinctive cement-block facades which incorporated at least three different face-plate designs for its blocks and a *fleur-de-lis* motif frieze. For this reason, we can safely deduce that there must have been a small local cement-mold business in town, or individual manufacturers of blocks for their own projects, during the first decade of the 20th century, for these building components did not travel well in the yet un-paved roads of the time. It was not until 1923 that Jaime Malla would establish his hydraulic mosaic and cement product business in San Pedro de Macoris.

The complete cement or concrete block kit could have been imported more or less at the same time that these arrived in Cuba and Puerto Rico, between 1902-1910, through the main seaports of Santo Domingo and San Pedro de Macoris. Therefore, the commonly accepted idea that these ornamental/structural elements were absent from Dominican Architecture until the 1920s is probably incorrect.
Puerto Rico

As a result of the Spanish American War ending in 1898, North Americans from all walks of life came to Puerto Rico. The U.S. Department of War set up a temporary Military Government on the island until May 1900, when the Civil Administration, undertook an ambitious island-wide construction program of roads and bridges as well as schools. Most of these were built using imported Portland cement and/or reinforced concrete following models brought by the civil, U.S. Government, Protestant religious groups, and the military. They included prototypes for institutional buildings, schools and housing.54

Circa 1904-05, metal molds for the fabrication of hollow-core cement or concrete blocks were brought to Puerto Rico through the Protestant Missionaries who came from the United States in order to expedite the construction of new churches, schools, universities and hospital buildings for, and by, their congregations. The earliest blocks mostly simulated ashlar-masonry or cut stone. They were inexpensive to manufacture, much lighter in weight as a building material, and fireproof, which together, popularized their use locally. The first molds made concrete blocks one by one on the building site itself utilizing the aggregates that were found in the vicinity of the different projects.55

Current investigations have singled out the George O. Robinson Orphanage for girls as the first concrete-block structure built in Puerto Rico during 1906 at a cost of $11,000. The Collins Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church in Aibonito, built from 1906-1907 was apparently the first Methodist Chapel built in Puerto Rico and the second concrete-block structure built on the Island at a cost of $4,457.50. The first two buildings were erected with funds provided by the Woman’s Home Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The third concrete-block building erected in Puerto Rico seems to have been the Escuela Santiago Palmer or Salinas Graded School built during 1907 at a cost of $7,599. This structure was designed and built under the Commissioner of Education for Puerto Rico, and brings a completely different group of owners into the initial analysis. All three structures have unfortunately been demolished through time, the first and last were lost during the 1940s for their small size, and the Chapel was destroyed by the San Felipe hurricane of 1928 and subsequently demolished as a consequence.
The selected concrete block type-face for the three buildings in Puerto Rico, was mostly that simulating ashlar masonry, with some areas of plain-faced blocks, which together, granted the institutional character required, or most desired, for religious and school buildings of the period. The concrete-block, as a substitute for real stone, had been successfully used as construction material for contemporary schools and religious architecture in the United States and was brought to the Island with the new designs for institutional architecture, an important precedent for projects on the Island. Not only were the building materials new to the Puerto Ricans, but the building-types where these elements were used were new as well. Nevertheless, “Local masons coming from a Spanish-based building tradition were already familiar with preparing and applying mixes and utilizing products similar to hydraulic mortar (or Portland cement) and reinforced concrete as they had done for the past 400-some years in Puerto Rico.” Permanent buildings on the island had been built with mampostería or rubble-masonry since the 16th century, and local masons quickly adopted the use of the new Portland cement materials.

Relevant information to this study has been afforded by other temples of the same period built by the Methodist Episcopal Church in Puerto Rico. From the building plans of an almost identical sister chapel to the one in Aibonito, also designed by the same architect, and built exactly a year afterwards, we know the building materials and sizes for the McCabe Memorial Church in Playa de Ponce to have been: “ROCK FACE 8" X 20" CEMENT BLOCKS”.

The concrete block information for the “six-room , one story ...cement block School Building...” in Salinas or the Graded School in Salinas has been extracted from the original 1907 construction specifications as follows:

...For exterior wall blocks: Length of Stretcher Blocks, not more than two (2) feet nor less that (1) foot; height, not more than (1) foot, nor less than six (6) inches. Closers, not less than four (4) inches in either direction. Corner blocks not less than six (6) inches in either direction. Thickness of blocks for outside foundation walls, twelve (12) inches; for walls of building, eight (8). Partition wall blocks to conform in dimensions to outside wall blocks, except that they are...
to be only ten (10) inches thick for foundations and six (6) inches thick for partitions. The walls of all the hollow blocks are to be not less than two (2) inches thick and connected by lateral webs of not less than two (2) inches in cross-section and not more than twelve (12) inches between centers of webs.

With regards to the “mixtures” or mixes accepted for the manufacture of the block units themselves, the same document specifies two formulations:

Number One.- One (1) part cement; three (3) parts sand; six (6) parts broken stone.

Number Two.- One (1) part cement; three (3) parts sand

The materials for these mixtures are to be combined in the manner prescribed under “Mixing Concrete” in the regular specifications, sufficient water being used to thoroughly moisten the mixtures, but not so much as to prevent their being solidly tamped into the moulds. Blocks and Forms must be protected from sun and wind and kept thoroughly moist for at least five (5) days; then allowed to season for at least ten (10) days before being laid in walls...

Mixture no. 1 was to be used for the body of the “outside” or structural-supporting blocks. These units were to be “faced on the surface exposed to the weather” by mixture no. 2 “...of no less than one inch in thickness; facing and body block to be moulded at one operation, so that they will be thoroughly united...the out-or weather-side faces of blocks are to be moulded into the form known as ‘panel face’ and the inside, or posterior faces to be plain...” The installation mortar required was one part cement and three parts sand and the walls were to be worked in regular bond. The wall finish for exterior walls was two coats of a cement wash composed of one (1) part Portland cement to three (3) parts of water.59

The specifications for the Vega Baja Public School (1908), referred to the use of plain-face concrete block, “...Blocks to be made of mix no. 3, in suitable moulds and in the most workman like manner; plain faces, left rough for better adhesion of plaster coat; covered and kept thoroughly moist for at least three (3) weeks before being placed in the walls...” This document also detailed the plastering work
required as follows:

“PLASTERING. Exterior walls, gallery piers, to be finished with a plaster coat one quarter (1/4) inch thick, coat of mix no. 5, floated to smooth surface.” Mixture no. 5 stated: “Cement 1 (part), Sand-all grades 3 (parts), lime paste 1 (part) The lime paste to be made at least ten (10) days before use, and properly protected from the weather until used.”

Based on this information, the same block molds could have been used for the first three buildings if these belonged to the same client and had been built by the same contractor, but that was not the case. Most of the early Methodist buildings in Puerto Rico were designed by Architect Antonin Nechodoma and built by Frank Bond Hatch. As a professional team, this duo of foreigners living and working on Puerto Rican soil, was un-matched in the high-quality work they produced together during more than two decades of great buildings of all types. Even though Hatch built for other architects, rarely did Nechodoma have his structures built by anyone else, which might justify the reduced amount of plans and details prevalent in this famous designer’s projects. Hatch, was a parishioner and almost the exclusive builder for the Methodist Church of Puerto Rico and is believed to have been the contact through which the first block molds were brought to the Island. Concrete block had become the building material of choice for Protestant temples throughout Puerto Rico as demonstrated by photographic collections from the early 20th century. As many as fourteen Methodist and Presbyterian concrete-block temples and other Protestant missionary related buildings, such as Manses, were built during the first decade of the 20th century in Puerto Rico.

In contrast to this, the schools of Puerto Rico, as public projects, were designed by architects working for the Commissioner of Education’s Office, under the Department of the Interior. The schools were to be constructed “in accordance with plans drawn in the Office of the Commissioner of Education and approved by the Commissioner of the Interior.” By 1906, the general directive issued by this entity was “The abandonment of wood (as building material) for graded buildings and the substitution with cement block is strongly urged...” since the experience of using native Puerto Rican woods for rural schools had proven unreliable due to “the lack of dealers who carried sufficient stock of good seasoned...
timber to supply even one building.\textsuperscript{64} This in itself was an incentive to use the innovative concrete-block technology on local school buildings. Concrete block would also provide “permanent” masonry structures in a tropical region plagued by wood-eating insects, hurricanes and earthquakes.

There is no information regarding the designer for the Palmer Graded School, but the Commissioner at the time was Edwin G. Dexter, and L. D. Lindsley was the Chief of the Division of School Buildings, both government representatives who had signed the construction documents found in the project file. Antonio Higuera of San Juan, a known experienced builder, was the contractor awarded this, as well as other public school projects of the time. In the file of the 1907 Vieques Graded School Building, (another public school also built of concrete-block and constructed simultaneously to the Salinas structure) a page torn out from what appears to have been a concrete block trade catalog shows a photograph of the finished school which reads: “Public School at Viequez (sic), Porto Rico. F. B. Hatch, Builder. ‘Hercules’ Stone is used exclusively by the Porto Rican Board of Education.”\textsuperscript{65} Important facts from this text are that Antonin Nechodoma was the Architect and Hatch\textsuperscript{66} was the builder for the Vieques school. The above-referenced advertisement named Hercules Stone as that utilized by the Division of School Buildings of the local Department of Education for their edifices, which could have been the same equipment Hatch used for the Methodist projects he was building at the same time.

Imported from Rochester New York, ‘The Hercules Cement Stone Machine’, manufactured by the Century Cement Machine Company, advertised it could produce “every shape and kind of (artificial) stone”. It was probably brought to Puerto Rico on any of the frequent steamships traveling from New York to the principal ports of San Juan, Ponce, and Mayaguez. A 1907 block machine advertisement from the same company boasted various reasons why this was the equipment that would facilitate concrete-block or artificial stone-making and which could have convinced the local entities of their purchase:

The Hercules Concrete Block Machine is still 365 days ahead of them all. It makes more sizes and larger variety of blocks than any other machine. It makes two blocks of the same size and design or of different sizes and designs on the one machine at the same time. It is the simplest
machine in the world - no pins, cogs, chains, springs or levers. In strength, durability and adaptability it leaves all others far behind.\textsuperscript{67}

In Puerto Rico, private residences also formed a large part of the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century concrete-block building stock. A large number of these houses were designed by Architect Antonin Nechodoma and built by Frank B. Hatch between 1909-1914. They were usually one story high “raised cottages”, their foundation and regular walls were concrete block of rock-faced plate design, their pavements were mostly wood, but sometimes hydraulic mosaic cement tiles, and their four-way sloped high roofs (some including dormer windows) were structural wood covered over by shingles of some kind, which could include aluminum or tin. These houses would eventually prove to be fireproof indeed, when one of the best exponents, popularly known as \textit{La Casa del Francés} in Vieques (built ca. 1911 and more than 100 years ago) burned down. Ten years after the conflagration and the complete abandonment of the property and the ruins of the residence, even if the wood architectural elements are long gone, the concrete block walls simulating ashlar masonry and the hydraulic mosaic floor tiles remain totally intact, proof that the materials were indeed high quality and truly fire-proof, even if hand-fabricated at the time.

Newspaper, magazine and telephone books of the first two decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century included commercial advertisements which listed pharmacies, cigars, cement, hardware stores, paints, and professionals, amongst many others; however, The Commercial Guide and Business Directory of Porto Rico, published in 1910, was the official government source and included the businesses of each town. A unique entry for Ponce, the second largest city in Puerto Rico, listed ‘Cement Block Mfgrs.’ (manufacturers) and included the names of Narciso Arabía, who also had a brick manufacturing business, and Isidoro Texidor. Arabía’s business included two very different products, unless the “bricks” he advertised were also made from Portland cement. Patents for Narciso Arabía are listed in documents from 1903-1905. A Patent is also granted to the Succession of Narciso Arabía in 1915 for a brick factory, with an added note that mentions that the company had been established “40 years ago” (or 1875) by Narciso Arabía.\textsuperscript{68} No patents or records have been found for Texidor to date, and it is unknown how long this industry survived or for whom or for what projects they produced the cement.
Felipe Salazar-Palau, also owner of Ponce Mosaic, ended up buying Narciso Arabía’s business. This could have possibly resulted in his new factory manufacturing both products, hydraulic mosaics or cement tiles and concrete blocks. From circa 1910 onwards, institutional as well as residential architecture in Ponce (hometown of Ponce Mosaic) exhibited, a varied and rich assortment of molded, pre-fabricated Portland cement architectural elements which were probably manufactured locally. No specific records were found regarding a competing manufacturer for these materials, and Ponce Mosaic could have been the sole producer for the Portland cement building materials of this important port city as well as for the southern region of Puerto Rico.

As the Presbyterian Mission established the Polytechnic Institute of Porto Rico in San Germán circa 1910, hand-manufactured cement blocks and the construction of the campus buildings themselves were required activities of the young men, as part of student training. Reverend J. Will Harris, who established the Institute, had used the technology since 1907 when he himself, with the aid of members of his mission, had erected two rock-faced cement-block buildings in town, the Presbyterian Church and the Manse. Harris could have possibly imported the molds and machines to the western part of the Island when the Presbyterian communities were establishing themselves in the region and needed to construct buildings for their missionary work. There is documented evidence that in 1916, when most of the Polytechnic Institute’s buildings were under construction, he himself had placed large cement orders (3,000 barrels) from the Atlas Portland Cement Company of New York. Due to his entrepreneurial spirit and his position as head of the Presbyterian Community, he most likely brought the concrete block equipment with him on one of his frequent trips to the United States, or imported it prior to 1907, when he would first use this technology in San Germán. Non-confirmed information suggests that the machine and molds were later sold to a local contractor who utilized the technology to build many concrete block structures within the town of San Germán and included the Teatro El Sol, the first movie theater in town.

The use of concrete or cement blocks had their heyday in Puerto Rico during the first decade of the 20th century.
century when their fashionable ornamental qualities, as well as their simple fabrication and quick installation, were an asset. Research has proved that the equipment needed for block fabrication must have quickly spread throughout the Island, since mostly from 1906-1910, a great number of all types of buildings were constructed with the use of concrete block. As was the case in the United States, the preferred type-face was the one that simulated rock or stone masonry, but historic photos indicate that usually, more than one face-plate design was used in order to create highly ornamental facades. In spite of this, numerous historic documents make reference to structures built with plain-faced block that would require a cement plaster coat as surface finish. Specifically this was the case for larger public schools, for which rapid construction was preferred, and building ornament was relegated to architectural elements such as cornices, pediments, friezes, and imposing entrance columns, not the walls themselves. No references have been found regarding specific Puerto Rican industries that would have manufactured ornamental molded materials made with Portland cement, unlike the Cuban and Dominican markets for these products. Yet these businesses probably existed from the 1920s onward. Molded architectural ornamentation was very much present since the early use of concrete-block and reinforced construction on the Island. The earliest examples of the molded ornaments were probably fabricated using purchased molds, on the building site itself, as recorded on the specifications for the schools of Puerto Rico.

In Puerto Rico, the earliest buildings which used concrete block as exterior structural walls, also utilized concrete block for interior partitions which were usually specified as a minimum 6-8 inches wide. Amongst the building types which used this building material were single family residences, electrical substations, commercial buildings, tobacco curing sheds, two-story apartment buildings, warehouses, university dormitories, Manses, and offices, as well as two, three and four-story hotels.

Passion for the use of these materials quickly died down principally due to the local preference for reinforced concrete, a technology contemporary to the blocks, which was quickly adopted by the local building industry accustomed to building masonry structures and using form work for earlier rubble-masonry structures. Another contributing factor was the high magnitude earthquake of 1918 which affected buildings of all types throughout Puerto Rico. As a consequence of site inspections by
representatives of the Department of the Interior of Puerto Rico, a series of technical evaluations by building material type were prepared. A year later, needed changes in building regulations would specify materials and building technologies that would be appropriate and safe for structures in Puerto Rico. The report concluded that reinforced concrete construction offered resistance to hurricanes and earthquakes, and was an economic way to build since the materials could be easily found in the Island’s natural resources as well as in its commercial outposts. Hollow-core concrete blocks were considered a very weak method of building since most of the structures which had used them had been destroyed by the earthquake. Our theory is that these units were used without any lateral reinforcement, and failure was also caused by the poor quality of the blocks themselves (use of inappropriate aggregate, de-lamination, and inadequate cement mix, among other factors) and the “small amount of surface area [of the block] in contact with the mortar” itself.

Few detailed cost references exist in Puerto Rico for concrete block during their early use as building materials. Public schools, as government projects, required Contractor’s Estimates as part of the contract documents, some of which have been located in the project files of some of the earliest prototypes, such as the Salinas School (1907) and the Vega Baja School (1908). Apparently built on the project site itself, (since there is no shipping amount included within the estimates) the blocks cost 17-30 cents each. Cornice and frieze elements were listed at $0.40 each, and 8 meters of concrete lintels were charged at $10.00 a piece. The price difference between both markets could possibly be attributed to the higher cost of the imported Portland cement to Puerto Rico at $1.25-$1.50 per barrel.
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13 Simpson, 21.


15 Architects’ and Builders’ Magazine, Volumes 22, 29, 30 and 41. (New York: William T. Comstock Publisher).


17 Sears, Roebuck and Company Catalogue, 53.

18 Rice, 22.

CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE IN THE TROPICS: THEIR ADVENT, HISTORY AND CONSERVATION


21 Purdy and Henderson Projects’ original Drawing Files (microfilm), Office for Metropolitan History, New York. I am truly grateful to Eng. Robert Silman who suggested I contact this Archive, and to Dr. Christopher Gray and Ms. Samantha Hightower from the Office of Metropolitan History who provided unlimited access to these microfilm collections. Their orientation regarding the Purdy and Henderson collection of original drawings led my investigations towards their projects in Cuba and the construction details needed to reconfirm initial hypothesis on their work.


25 Rodríguez, Eduardo Luis. La Habana: arquitectura del siglo XX [Havana: 20th century architecture]. (Barcelona: Art Blume, S.L., 1998): 53; and “El Palacio de Mr. Horacio Rubens en el Mariel” [Mr. Horatio Rubens Palace in Mariel], El Figaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (September 9, 1906), La Habana: 461 - Translated from Spanish by the author.
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The Cement or Concrete Block
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CONCRETE BLOCK AND HYDRAULIC CEMENT FLOOR TILE IN THE TROPICS: THEIR ADVENT, HISTORY AND CONSERVATION
27 Board of Home Missions Annual Reports. New York: Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, 1898: 9-10; 1907: 47.

28 In the book: Impresiones de la República de Cuba en el Siglo Veinte [Impressions of the Cuban Republic in the Twentieth Century]. (London: Lloyds Greater Britain Publishing Company, Ltd., 1913): 409 and 460; there are photographs of both temples as important buildings of the period.

29 See segment in this section related to Puerto Rico.

30 Simpson, 25.

31 Board of Home Missions Annual Report, 1898: 9-10. Special thanks to Senior Reference Archivist Lisa Jacobson at the Presbyterian Historical Society Archives in Philadelphia, who was instrumental in locating this important reference.


33 Venegas-Fornías. 31.


37 “El Arte Industrial” [Industrial Art], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (March 7, 1909), La Habana: 143 - Translations from Spanish by the author.

38 “Blocks de Cemento - Gelabert” [Cement Blocks - Gelabert], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (February 29, 1911), La Habana: 133 and 135.

39 “Progresos de la Instrucción Primaria - Inauguración de la Escuela ‘Ricardo de la Torre’ en Caibarién” [Primary Education Progress - Inauguration of the Ricardo de la Torre School in Caibarién], El Fígaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine], (June 12, 1910), La Habana: 285.


See Tavares, J. T. Fábrica de Mosaicos de J. T. Tavares, Catálogo No. 2 [Mosaic Factory of J. T. Tavares, Catalog No. 2]. (Santo Domingo: Litografía Ferrua, 1931), and direct reference to their first catalog published in 1925 or six years prior to that dated 1931.


See following segment regarding Puerto Rico.

Listín Diario, (4-19-1921): 5 - Translations from Spanish by author.

It is possible that these residences could have been built at an earlier date or from 1910-1919 for the same reasons stated previously in this article, but no proof has been found to substantiate the theory.


Listín Diario, (5-28-1928) - Translations from Spanish by author.


del Cueto, 52.

During research work and detailed field observation of the concrete blocks in various historic structures
dating to the first decade of the twentieth century, the author noted that the aggregates used in the block manufacture of each building differed considerably from one another. Some aggregates were very fine beach sands and others were courser and darker river sand. In some specific cases, the aggregates had not been cleaned of dirt or sieved from larger stone particles, which caused surface failures and irregularity of the units themselves. Some of the building sites were in close proximity to, or directly situated on the sources for these aggregates, which led to the conclusion that the fine aggregates near a building site were used in the manufacture or production the blocks. This practice was likely due to the fact that since these blocks were hand-packed and compressed within individual metal molds, they were relatively fragile and not easy to transport by the vehicles of the time or on the rudimentary road system of that period in Puerto Rico.


57 del Cueto, 50-51.


61 “In 1902, Robert McCarrel came to Jacksonville [Florida]...to serve as contractor for Snyder Memorial Church. A masonry expert and inventor of ‘Compo Stone’, a concrete formula used in making [hollow-core] concrete blocks... Nechodomá’s first structures in the islands were made of Compo Stone blocks and artificial stonework. Frank Hatch, the contractor that built all Nechodomá’s first buildings in Puerto Rico, was supposedly the owner of the Compo Stone manufacturing plant in Puerto Rico...” in Thomas S. Marvel, *Antonín Nechodomá, Architect, 1877-1928, The Prairie School in the Caribbean* (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1994): 25-32. Hatch and Nechodomá could have met McCarrel during the early-twentieth-century construction boom in Florida, having both worked there as well. The introduction to the Methodist groups that established themselves in Puerto Rico during these early periods could have happened then and there, forming a ready-made list of potential clients. There is no known record or evidence of a concrete-block plant on the island between 1906 and 1910. Physical evidence on the temples themselves -see note 55- point to the manufacture of the blocks on their individual building sites.

62 In general see: The Methodist Archives’ Mission Albums of Puerto Rico, and the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions’ Annual Reports.

63 Manse: “the house of a minister” - Merriam-Webster Online.


66 According to the 1900 Military Census of Porto Rico - civilians, residents of the United States at Military or Naval Stations- Frank B. Hatch was a 29 year-old carpenter from Maysville, Maine, who probably came to Puerto Rico as part of the military personnel that established themselves on the Island after the Spanish-American War. He actively promoted himself five years later, through advertizing in the local press: “F.B. Hatch - Contractor and Builder; Motto: promptness and neatness” - (San Juan News, March 8, 1904 pg. 7). Biblioteca General de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras campus, Colección Puertorriqueña, Historical newspapers and periodicals collection.


71 In a preservation project by the author, it was discovered that a ca.1910s residence built of ashlar-faced cement blocks had no lateral metal reinforcement, crown beams or tie-backs. The individual blocks were set one on top of the other without any columns or vertical re-bars set within the hollow block cells of the building corners, which when filled with concrete, would serve the same purpose. This type of reinforcement, or corner and lintel bracing, became a requirement for any type of cement block construction after the 1918 earthquake proved that using blocks by themselves was very unstable and unsafe.

72 del Cueto, 47-48.
Speed, economy and effectiveness marked early Portland cement products, such as the concrete or cement block, a true artificial stone; an economical and reliable ‘imitation’ building material.

The period from 1900-1905 in the United States was marked by experimentation, testing, and the race for patents such as those by Harmon S. Palmer, credited with the first concrete block manufacturing process that became feasible and widespread. His U.S. patent was granted in 1900.

The new blocks could be quickly hand-made on the project site within metal molds, (by inexperienced hands) required no ovens or large equipment, were easily stored, and ready for installation within a month.

4 - By 1907, Sears Roebuck & Co. boasted several concrete block models and tools. These ads converted the concrete block into a household name, being advertised as more economical than wood, brick or stone, and more importantly, a fireproof building material.

Cuba seems to be the first country in the Spanish Caribbean to have used concrete block as a building material with the establishment of a Cuban branch of the New York firm of Purdy & Henderson. Amongst their earliest projects using this building material were several steel frame and concrete block structures in La Habana built as early as 1901. The National Bank of Cuba, Havana branch, 1904. (El “Libro Azul” de Cuba (The “Blue Book” of Cuba). “Cuba 1917-1918”. (La Habana: Compañía Biográfica, S.A., 1918): 159; El Figaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine] (La Habana, Cuba), 1907; and Microfilm collection of the Purdy & Henderson construction drawings of Cuban projects, Office of Metropolitan History, New York)
Purdy & Henderson were the structural engineers and builders for the first Cuban Branches of the Royal Bank of Canada (throughout Cuba) and the Banco Nacional de Cuba. The Royal Bank of Canada, Havana Branch, 1903.

The Miramar Hotel (1903) was one of their earliest steel frame and concrete block buildings in Cuba. The firm had invented an innovative concrete block which included a central water-proof barrier and used it for their projects in Cuba procuring a patent there as well.

The Rubens Palace was completed ca. 1905 on a prominent hilltop in the town of Mariel, Cuba.

(El Figaro - Revista Universal Ilustrada [Universal Illustrated Magazine] (La Habana, Cuba) “El Palacio de Mr. Horacio Rubens en el Mariel” [Mr. Horatio Rubens Palace in Mariel], (September 9, 1906): 461)
The monumental height and volume of the Ruben’s building, which was composed of Portland cement molded and pre-fabricated architectural elements, included concrete block as structural walls which were reinforced internally with steel rods. The blocks diminish in size as the building rises in height.

Other early concrete-block structures in Cuba were directly associated with the Protestant religious groups that came from the U.S. such as La Habana’s Presbyterian church inaugurated in 1906, and the Methodist Church in Cienfuegos, inaugurated in 1908.

Wooden molds were used to fabricate concrete blocks in Cuba instead of the metal molds used in the United States.

The 1911 Cuban National Exposition presented ready-made building materials such as concrete block. Amongst the most productive manufacturer was Architect Antonio Gelabert who described his enterprise “as the only factory (of its kind) with a Cuban patent”.

Simulated or imitation lime-plastered representations of stone masonry in a Dominican Republic where brick residences were often interpreted as ashlar masonry construction to the untrained eye.

(Photos by author, 2014; and Archivo General de la Nación Photographs collection)
The Michelena residence seems to be the first concrete block building in Santo Domingo (1912). It was designed by Architect Antonín Nechodoma and possibly built by Frank B. Hatch, both firms from Puerto Rico.

(El Libro Azul de Santo Domingo (The Dominican Blue Book). New York: Compañía Biográfica, subsidiary of the Pan-American Publicity Corporation, 1920, re-edited in 1976; Archivo General de la Nación Photographs collection; and the Listín Diario newspaper editions of 1919 for the advertisements)
Various concrete block residences and institutional buildings followed closely behind, as Portland cement molded architectural element manufacturers became established throughout the Dominican Republic during the 1920s.

(Archivo General de la Nación Photographs collection)
A major hurricane destroyed nearly all building types in the capital city of Santo Domingo in 1930, except those built in concrete block, which further promoted their use.

(Archivo General de la Nación Photographs collection)
Reconstruction housing after the hurricane’s destruction incorporated iron-rod reinforced concrete block walls, reinforced concrete slabs for floors and roofs, as well as hydraulic mosaic pavements.

(Photos by the author, 2014)
Reconstruction housing after the hurricane’s destruction incorporated iron-rod reinforced concrete block walls, reinforced concrete slabs for floors and roofs, as well as hydraulic mosaic pavements.

(Photos by the author, 2014)
After the Spanish-American War, North-Americans came to Puerto Rico and undertook an island-wide ambitious construction program of roads, bridges and schools. Around 1905, metal molds for hollow-core concrete blocks were most likely brought to the Island by Protestant Missionaries in order to expedite the construction of their new churches and hospitals.

(National Archives and Records Administration, Photograph and Prints Division, Records of the Bureau of Insular Affairs – General Photographs of Cuba and Puerto Rico, 1899-1928. Box RG 350-PR-44A-1-9, College Park, Maryland; and the Methodist Archives’ Mission Albums of Porto Rico)
The Robinson Orphanage for girls was the first concrete-block structure built in Puerto Rico during 1905-06 at a cost of $11,000.

(The Methodist Archives’ Mission Albums of Porto Rico)
The Collins Methodist Episcopal Church in Aibonito built during 1906-07 was the second concrete-block structure constructed in Puerto Rico.

(The Methodist Archives’ Mission Albums of Porto Rico)
Most of the early Methodist buildings in Puerto Rico were designed by Architect Antonín Nechodoma and built by Frank Bond Hatch. As a team, they produced most of the types of concrete-block structures between 1906-1915.
Most of the early Methodist buildings in Puerto Rico were designed by Architect Antonín Nechodoma and built by Frank Bond Hatch. As a team, they produced most of the types of concrete-block structures between 1906-1915.

Public Schools of Puerto Rico were designed by architects from their Department of the Interior. Amongst the earliest school buildings to use rock and plain faced concrete block were the Salinas Graded School and the Vieques Public school, both dating from 1907.

(El Gráfico illustrated magazine, 1914; and Vieques Public School Construction Specifications (1907), Archivo General de Puerto Rico - Fondo: Obras Públicas, Serie: Edificios Escolares, Caja: 1074)
The Presbyterian Mission established the Polytechnic Institute of Porto Rico in San Germán circa 1910. Hand-manufactured cement blocks and the construction of the campus buildings themselves were required activities of the young men, as part of student training.

The use of concrete block had its heyday in Puerto Rico from 1905-1915, since a significant number of building types were constructed with blocks during this period.

Archivo Histórico y Fotográfico de Puerto Rico, Rodríguez Archives, LLC, Jose Luis Rodríguez: [http://archivofotografiodepuertorico.com/](http://archivofotografi.depuertorico.com/)
The Ponce Mosaic Company has been the only reference found regarding Puerto Rican Industries that would have manufactured ornamental molded architectural materials made with Portland cement.

(Puerto Rico Ilustrado, Año XIX, no. 946 (abril 21, 1928); and Photo in Ponce by author, 2014)
Passion for the use of concrete block quickly died down in the Spanish Caribbean after 1915, due to the preferred use of reinforced concrete.

(Photos by the author, 2014-2015)
Present State - Preservation / Conservation

“It’s not good because it is old, it’s old because it’s good.”¹

Turn of the (19th-20th) century building technologies have been understudied, specifically in the tropical Spanish Caribbean. Structures from this period that have survived have been, for the most part, neglected, ignored, or ultimately demolished either for lack of historic relevance or as a result of the ever-changing architectural tastes. This has occurred in spite of the durability and relatively un-scatthed condition of many of these structures, precisely due to their building components which were manufactured with Portland cement. Common building materials of that period, such as the rock-faced concrete block, have sometimes unfortunately been either stuccoed-over or completely engulfed by “remodeling”. The “old-fashioned” pavements with intricate patterns provided by the hydraulic cement mosaics have also been covered-over with newer flooring materials such as rugs or ceramic tiles of all sorts. Most often, the discovery and salvage of these distinctive architectural elements has been a consequence of work during contemporary interventions into historic buildings.

From a very general point of view, most of the cement tile pavements, as well as concrete-block structures from these dates, appear to be intact due to their continued use and maintenance. Nevertheless, without the benefit of a detailed inspection and a thorough Existing Conditions Survey one cannot assess, with exact precision, the present state of a building or its materials. Maintenance procedures, however, could be as simple as those specified when the materials were installed: continued cleaning and the seasonal repair of obvious problems with uncomplicated procedures. Reinforced concrete structures of the same dates exhibit rapid disrepair in the tropical climates and salty ocean air prevalent in our region, mostly due to the deterioration of reinforcement rods (sometimes installed too close to the surface) and subsequent cracking and spalling of the cement surfaces. Unlike temperate climates in which the freeze-thaw cycle has significant effects on building conservation, the tropics benefit from a relatively more constant thermal condition. Clearly, the hydraulic mosaic tile and concrete block also weather much better if the original fabrication methods and raw materials used were appropriate, and if these were installed correctly.
Present State - Preservation / Conservation

Historic Specifications - maintenance and cleaning procedures

The present research project has found that original documents still exist which specified the procedures to clean, protect and maintain or conserve the finished surfaces of the two Portland cement architectural elements which are the focus of this research - the hydraulic cement tile and cement or concrete block. These historic texts have been included, and cited as follows, in order to compare what was specified at the beginning of the 20th century and their present-day relevance in the conservation community.

Hydraulic Mosaics

Maintenance or conservation recommendations were reproduced in the original tile catalogs that advertised the paving material. The general recommendations were very similar amongst the different tile companies and did not require specialized installers. The following guidelines were included in the Falcó y Vilella Hydraulic Mosaics Catalog from Barcelona, dated 1921, and La Cubana - Fábrica de Mosaicos Hidráulicos catalog from Cuba (no date) under the segment titled: “Instructions and Observations”. It represents an example of the typical technical literature originally included and distributed with these tiles in the Old as well as in the New Worlds:

Conservation

The main basis for the conservation of hydraulic flooring is cleanliness.
Newly laid pavements generally appear uneven in color with white spots, which are produced by greater or lesser moisture which is initially retained by the tiles and the Portland cement salts which purge themselves [effloresce] on the surface. It must therefore be sought, especially at first, to wash these as often as possible with only clean water and soap, refraining absolutely from the use of any acid or bleach.²

An additional recommendation for the maintenance of these floors dealt with its final appearance, since
the tiles promised a brighter and resplendent appearance in comparison to other pavements. Once the floors had been washed and completely dry, “a light coat of linseed oil or olive oil, if the first one was not available...” would promise increased color vitality and shine. Monthly “waxing” (wax watered-down with turpentine) was also recommended as the best conservation method, but was a coat to be applied only after several months had passed following installation and after there had been multiple washings of the pavement. Once waxed, the floors could be dry-cleaned by rubbing with a rag to keep them bright and shiny.

**Concrete Blocks**

The wall finish specified for the exterior rock-faced concrete-block walls of the *Escuela Santiago Palmer* or Salinas Graded School were two coats of a cement wash which was composed of one (1) part Portland cement to three (3) parts water. The finish specified for plain-faced blocks in other schools was a cement plaster coat.

A project Memoir prepared in 1917 by Adrian Finlayson, Architect for the Department of the Interior of Porto Rico, Division of Public Buildings, listed the “urgent repairs” required for the Salinas school building a decade after its construction. The scope of work described that after careful inspection, one of the main items was to repair and paint the exterior and all surfaces of the entire building.

As is common in the Caribbean, constant warm weather combined with the high humidity produced by frequent rain, can cause extensive dark stained areas and biological growth on the surfaces of all types of buildings and structures in the tropics. The dark stains are fungus and the greenish biological growth may include plant material as well as lichen. The following 1917 specifications detail the cleaning and maintenance or conservation work specified for the exterior, rock-faced concrete-block walls of the Salinas Graded School:

**EXTERIOR WALLS:**

- All surfaces of exterior walls are to be washed down with a solution, diluted, of muriatic
acid to remove all moss and fungus growth. Dilute solution to be composed of one (1) part muriatic acid to ten (10) or twelve (12) parts water.

- The exact proportion to be determined at the building and to be strong enough to remove fungus growth.
- Keep the acid in wooden buckets and under no circumstances shall the same be placed in metal pails. Use an ordinary brush to place the acid solution over the walls and on the following day go over the walls with a fibre scrubbing brush and clear water to remove the acid and fungus growth.
- Clean and brush the walls well so as to obtain a surface that will hold the cement wash.
- The above treatment of walls applied to all exterior walls, all cornices, parapets, etc. which are to receive cement wash as specified herein.

CEMENT WASH:-

- All exterior walls are to receive two coats of cement wash. Cement shall be an approved brand. The cement wash shall be made of neat cement mixes with sufficient water to form the consistency of paste and applied to the building in such a manner as to leave same complete and of a uniform tone.\(^5\)

**Contemporary Preservation/Conservation**

As in all conservation treatments, it is necessary to first determine the present condition of the building and its construction materials. In the particular case of the two Portland cement materials which are the focus of this paper, the hydraulic cement tile and the concrete block, their proper condition assessment and analysis is required to ensure adequate long-term maintenance and repairs. Any products on the market considered appropriate should be field-tested on the building fabric surfaces to corroborate compatibility and any potential adverse reaction of the product resulting from the local tropical climate of the region or specific site. Compatible matching of any patch materials to the existing tiles or blocks “for effectiveness and aesthetics” is critical for both appearance and durability.
**Hydraulic cement tile**

Common problems may include loose or cracked tiles, joint grout loss, staining, and general opaqueness of the surface. The last condition may be due to having been covered-over with a different flooring material, or to a lack of maintenance or regular cleaning.

Tile substitution of damaged or missing units requires a full analysis and commercial reproduction of the units or in-fill by a professional conservator.

The following general guidelines have been gathered from contemporary literature and technical data available, however these should not be viewed as a substitute to a proper conservation procedure by a qualified conservator who has studied and analyzed the tiles of each specific project. Sources are indicated as endnotes.

- Prior to general cleaning work, any loose tiles must be re-set or re-installed.
- Wash pavement surfaces with water and mild or neutral soap.
- The use of mild abrasive pads or wadding can be considered as a method to help remove stubborn stains. It is important that the cleaning procedure be kept on the tile surface only in order to protect the tile’s decorative surface which sometimes has been worn thin.
- Once completely clean and dry, re-grout the floor surface using a product, fluid enough, to completely fill the narrow joints that separate each tile. Grouting could also correct any minor separations or cracks on damaged tile. Colored grout should be a color that is the same, or lighter than the lightest color used in the (tile) pattern to avoid staining.
- When grout has dried, wash pavement surfaces with plenty of water and mild or neutral soap.
- Once tiles are completely dry, consideration may be given to applying a penetrating sealer using a sponge (test in a small area prior to general application). Sealing and crystalizing are processes recommended by contemporary installers and restorers of the hydraulic mosaic tile pavements in order to restore or maintain vividness and brightness of original tile designs and protect them against staining, however this should be discussed with the project conservator.
- To maintain restored floors in good condition, mop tile floors with clean water often. A capful
of floor wax may be added to the water to improve the tile’s sheen. Never use acids or abrasive cleaning materials.\textsuperscript{6}

**Concrete Block**

Some of the more common problems that historic concrete blocks may have in the tropics include erosion, efflorescence, cracking, joint mortar loss, bio-growth, and displacement. Other problems may include inefficient or inappropriate previous repairs and patches. Of these, two conditions could indicate structural instability, which may imply major restoration procedures - these are diagonal cracks or block displacement.\textsuperscript{7}

Initial cleaning techniques for non-painted concrete blocks may range from washing the block surfaces with low-pressure water and mild or neutral soap, to chemical and/or poultice cleaning methods. Always test small unobtrusive areas with the different techniques being considered and observe the long-term effects. Bio-growth such as lichens, fungus, as well as efflorescence can usually be removed by these minimally aggressive methods.

In order to protect the blocks from water infiltration and damage, re-point block joints, minor cracks, and eroded areas with a compatible (in color and texture) cement mortar. Jester recommends “A typical patch mix consists of dry masonry sand, cement, and an admixture to improve bond...Stainless steel pins, set in epoxy and covered by the patch surface, can be used to anchor large or deep patches to the concrete block substrate.”\textsuperscript{8} A protective surface finish or coat may help watertight the concrete blocks.\textsuperscript{9}

In summation, any intervention of these Portland cement architectural elements should always be done in a scientific procedural manner in which the condition (**in each case**) of the original materials and their proper analysis is done prior to the consideration and/or specification of any conservation/preservation procedures. In all cases, architectural or engineering interventions into the restoration or conservation
of hydraulic mosaic cement tile pavements or decorative cement block buildings should always be done in close coordination with a trained Conservation Architect and an Architectural Conservator.

1 Anonymous quote.


4 See details under Cement block segment of these investigations.


Common problems of historic hydraulic mosaic tiles may include loose or cracked tiles, joint grout loss, staining, efflorescence, bio-growth, and general opaqueness of the surface.

(Photos by author, 2014-2015)
Deterioration to historic concrete block in the tropics might include structural or surface cracking, block displacement, staining, joint mortar loss, eroded surface finishes, and bio-growth (including fungus and lichens).

(Photos by Dr. Agamemnon G. Pantel and the author, 2015)
Conclusion

“...the marvelous is found enveloped at the turn of every corner, in the disorder, in the picturesque of our cities...in nature...as well as in our history...”¹

The beginning of the 20th century in the Spanish Caribbean was a moment when everything and anything seemed possible. The recovery of the region after long periods of war and economic depression had set the stage for an era that would embrace new trends with non-restrained passion. That passion, a natural and innate characteristic of the region’s inhabitants, would result in architectural expressions that were like the islands themselves: exuberant, colorful, audacious and exciting.

Both building materials - the hydraulic cement tile and the concrete block - would meet face to face or coincide in Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, within a tropical region that represented the crossroad between worlds, concurrently accepting all influences. These imported building technologies from Catalonia and the United States, blended in the Spanish Caribbean, where they were used together or independently. As unique examples, the resulting Architecture would exhibit new ways to use imitation, molded, and pre-fabricated Portland cement building materials that would survive indefinitely.

¹ Quote by Alejo Carpentier, Cuban novelist and writer. Translations from Spanish by the author.
Exuberant Interiors of the late 19th century houses of Trinidad, Cuba, and the Rehabilitation Project for the Architects’ and Landscape Architects’ Association of Puerto Rico (a ca. 1910 residence). Creative ways for the use of hydraulic cement tile and concrete blocks in the Spanish Caribbean are expressed in both instances.

(Photos by Dr. Agamemnon G. Pantel and the author, 2015 and 1995)
The vivid color collection of the Cuban hydraulic mosaics reflected the natural scheme of the Caribbean landscape’s flora. Pattern shown was created by the Hydraulic Mosaic Factory “La Villareña” from Santa Clara, Cuba.

The last image shows the author with her sister at their 1927 Almendares home in La Habana standing over the same pavement design.

(Photo by the author, 2015 and by Eng. José Alberto del Cueto, 1957)
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